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Columbia to improve
class scheduling
By Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor
Although returning students
may not be thinking about the
upcoming
fall
semester,
Columbia administrators have
been working to reorganize
course schedules to better utilize
class s pace.
A recent survey sponsored by
the Office of the Provost and the
Office of Campus Environment
revealed that classes have been
inefficiently scheduled in the past,
leaving many classrooms empty
for hours during the day. The college is looking into the problem in
order to make more classrooms
available. Administr.llors are also
looking into synchronized starting
times for courses.
While the college does plan to
build additional campus buildings
in the future, administrdtors and
departments are looking for more
inunediate ways to release some
of the pressure that the space
crunch creates by fall.
J . Dennis Ric h , chair of the
A rts, Entertainment and Media
Management Department, said
that because the department has
grow n quickly, it has also

See Space, Page 9

Authors turn
publishers via
.
new servtce
Website offers on
demand printing
By Michelle C. Finkler
Copy Editor
Rejection is a part of life. It 's a
part of relationships, job searches and, unfortunately for many
aspiring writers, the publis hing
industry. It was no different for
Cary James when he wrote a
book: no one wanted it.
"I sent out anywhere from 70
to 100 different letters of inquiry
to litemry agents [and] publishing houses." James said. "!mostly got nothing. There were a few
little nibbles: then 1 heard nothing back.''
So James decided to publish
his book. ... Amo unt to No rhin ·.
himself through a lype of digital
printing technology known as
print on demand. This variety of
publishing allows professionallooking books to be printed at a
minimal cost to the author (packages at different Print on
Demand services can mnge from
a couple hundred do llars to thousands of dollars). This technology, which was developed around
in the late ' 90s, empowers many
writers like James, who had no

See Books, Pull-out Page 7

Michael JareckiiThe Chronicle

Joy Dennis, a junior interdisciplinary major assembles a stand-alone crane made out of bamboo and rice paper, for the Manifest
parade, which will take place on May 12.

College expecting end of year
arts festival to attract a bigger ·
crowd than ever
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor
Manifest, Columbia's end of the year urban
arts festival. will kick of its fifth year o n May
12. and organizers are expecting it to be bigger than ever.
The festival, which is free and open to the
public. will be held all around the South Loop
and will include events mnging from a pamde to
musical performances. Each department will
have its own showcase for grdduating students
to show off their work. The Theater
Department. for example. will have tmcks that
students will emerge from to put on performances. while tlie Journalism Department will
welcome film critic and Chicago Sun-Times
columnist Richard Roeper for a fomm discussion. Altogether. there will be about 75 events at
this year's Manifest.
Organi ze rs are expecting the festival to
bring up to 20.000 guests throug hout the
day. weather permitting. Manifest has been
featured in Time Out Chicago. which is a
media sponsor for the event, and organizers
have been aggressively marketing the fe stival. everywhere from the Chicago Tribune to
CTA el cars. to help build attendance and
gain exposure for the college .
Mark Kelly. v ice president of Stud ent

Affairs, said promotion for litis year's event is
stronger than ever before.
" We want to do our best we can [to market]
towards anyone w ho cares about the urban
arts scene," Kelly said.
While some events will begin earlier in
the day, the fe stival will officially begin at
11 :30 a .m. at 52-l S. Wabas h Ave. with
Mucca Pazza, a circus punk marclting band.
and a performance from Sur Taal. graduating
s tudent Shalaka Kulkarni ·s dance company.
The premier event for Manifest will be
Spectacle Fortuna. a parade that ro lls down
Micltigan Avenue. The parade o f student-

"It 's gone through the roof as far
as popularity. We have received
twice as many {demo tapes/ as
last year. "
-Je nnifer Friedrich,
festival coordinator

desig ned fl oats will begin at Harrison Street
and Wabash Avenue at 7 p.m. Directly after
the parade Columbia will hold a "blessing."
where g rdduating seniors will get pelted with
cascarones--<:onfetti-flllcd. painted eggs-in
front of a crowd of their families and peers.
Afterwards, a free party will be held for all
graduating seniors and a guest a piece, which
will include free food and drinks.
Organizers are stressing that the festival is

an important event for graduating seniors, and
one that is special to Columbia.
·'We really want to place a spotlight on the
gmduating students' body of work that they
were able to produce while here." Kelly said.
''Gmdes aren't everything. Sure they can tell
you something. but it 's more about what a student can produce. and we want to showcase
that."
There will be an art-walk to show off work
from stude nts in the visual arts. The event,
wltich s tops at a ll Columbia galleries. will
have free trolley transportation betwee n
buildings and a reception with free refres hments will be held at each gallery from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m . Art wo rk will also be for sale.
and the galleries will remain open the fol lowing day.
Free musical performances will be held at
different s tages throughout the day. One
s tage. at 52-l S. Wabash Ave .. will have stude nt ba nds. whic h must have at least one
member atte nding Columbia . Organizers
rece ived about 40 demo ta pes from
Columbia bands , with the Music Department
choosing seven to perform.
"It's gone through the roof as far as popularity... said Jennifer Friedrich. festival coordinator. "We have recei\'cd twice as many
[demo tapes J as las t year...
The Music Department will s hare that
stage. holding perfom1anccs for seniors and
ensembles.

See Manifest , Page 10
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Stripping the
spaceship's status

IN THIS ISSUE
Campus News

By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
few months ago, I was
vis iting a friend from
high school, and we
started talking about Chicago
architecture.
We came to the obvious conclusion that the Windy City has
historically been a haven for
forward-thinking architects
(although, I decided the period
of progressive architecture
ended with Mies van de Rohe
in the 1960s, and he said he's
still fond of many buildings
going up today), but when we
came to the subject of Soldier
Field, we clashed.
While he said he admired the
massive steel addition completed
in 2003, I began spouting off
about how I loathed it- it ruined
the integrity of an iconic struc ture. And when I brought up
Chicago Tribune architecture
critic Blair Kamin's now- famous
observation that the addition was
a ··spaceship-like seating bowl,"
he to!d me to come up with
something more crea:ive.
OK, so how about a gigantic
metal crater left in a once-pristine
piece of architecture by a meteor
called bad design? Or how about
the equivalent of a stain left on the
Mona Lisa? Or how about we call
it what it really is: a monstrosity
that is finally being nationa!!y
acknowledged as such sin'" the
fedeml government has stripped
the stadium of its historic status?
Until April 21 , Soldier Field
was one of only 2,500 national
historic landmarks recogni zed
t_,y the U.S. Department of the
Interior, a coveted collecti on of
architectural works that
includes the White House, the
Empire State Building and

A

Chicago's own Carson Pirie
Scott & Co. Building.
But the $632 million addition
by the architectural team of Ben
Wood and Carlos Zapata, which
increased the seati ng capacity
of one o f the NFL's smallest
stadiums and created a sort of
arena-park on the lakefront,
cost Soldier Field its prestige.
Originally, the Greek revival
stadium was built to commemorate the U.S. soldiers killed in
World War I, a noble way to
dedicate a sports arena.
Evidently, though, architecture's symbolism has been eroded by rampant capitalism:
Soldier Field need not be aesthetically pleasing as long as
more fans can cram inside.
Perhaps I'm being too much
of a preservationist, though.
After all, like my friend said,
William Holabird and Martin
Roche, Soldier Field's original
architects, weren't exactly
breaking new ground with the
stadium ·s design. It is
unabashedly revivalist, meaning
it is somewhat detached from
Chicago's plethora of groundbreaking skyscrapers- which is
surprising considering Holabird
and Roche worked under
William LaBarron Jenney, the
fo.--. ard-thinking architect considered to be the father of the
skyscraper.
I can 't get behind my friend,
though . Sure, Chicago is known
for its modern bui ldings, but it
is also known for its architectural diversity; it's a place
where contemporary and classic
sit side by side. Saying that
Soldier Field is a lesser work
than, say, the Rookery Building

is like saying a Rembrandt
painting is lesser than a Jackson
Pol lack-and then splatteri ng
the Rembrandt so it fits in with
the Pollack.
Soldier Field might have
needed an addition, but it didn't
need an ultra-modern one. It
needed something elegant,
something that could harmonious ly coexist with the Doric
columns and stand as a major
work on its own, much like the
new Renzo Piano Art Institute
wing promises to accomplish.·
For this reason, the
Department of the Interior was
right in stripping Soldier Field
of its prestigious label. No
longer does the stadium tell the
story o f the evolution of architecture in America from classical European imitations to bold,
steel-frame high rises. Now it
tells the story of a culture that
treats its infrastructure and history as disposable.
Change doesn ' t necessarily
equal progress, and in the story
of Soldier Field, progress would
have come in the form of
preservation. Too many important structures in Chicago. a
city full of them, have been
demolished or defaced by the
wrecking ball. Hopefully
Soldier Field's fate will inspire
a preservation movement, much
like the ones spurred by the
demolition of the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange building
in 2002 and the Chicago Stock
Exchange building in 1972.
We don't want Chicago looking like it was invaded by
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Announcetnents
Poetry Review
Poetry enthusiasts can listen to students read their
work from the Columbia Poetry Review, the English
Department's student poetry magazine, on May 4. The
event will be held from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in room
602 in the South Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan
Ave. For more information call David Trinidad at
(312) 344-8139. .

Urban Entertainment Seminar
On May 5, the Columbia Urban Music Association
will host a panel of entertainment industry leaders
who will discuss the future of the business. The event
will be held from 12:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Ferguson Lecture Hall in the Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave. For more info<mation
call Sara Amvar at (586) 214-6112.

aliens, now, do we?

- jdanna@colum.edu

Hair Trigger 28 Release

Do you plan to attend Manifest?

Students can celebrate the award-winning Hair
Trigger 28's release at this event held on May 5 from
7 p.m. to I 0 p.m. Writers will read their work at the
release, which will be held in the Hokin Annex of the
Wabash Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave. For
more information call Linda Naslund at (3 12) 3447861.

Art of the Library ·
., Ye.v. I 've never been, but I'm curi11u.v. "

- Nora Swifl, sophomore, Am erican SIJ.:n
Language

Students can sec the Art of the Library's spring
co llection during the recepti on on May 4. The event
will be held on the third floor in the South Campus
Ouilding. 624 S . Michigan Ave .. from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. For m ore information call Lan:v Oben· at

"No. I h uv" fl o time wlwi.W)('Ver, hut I would
if I lwd mart• time. "

- Kyle Phillips, junior, music composition

(J/1) 344-751 7.
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I r you have an upcoming event or
announcement , call The Chronicle's news
desk at (3 12) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle colum.edu.
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Latino
filtn fest
Winding
down
Liliana Esquivel

Staff Writer
The 22nd Chicago Latino Film
Festival gives the public a glimpse
into Latin culture without even
having to travel.
The event, which ends on May
3, is one of the nation 's largest
fi lm fest ivals, presented nearly
100 film s during its two-week
period. The films are seen at different venues throughout the
Chicago area, such as the Gene
Siskel Film Center, 164 N. State
St.. and various colleges and universities. The special presentation
film s are at the AMC River East
21, 322 E. Illinois St.
Over the years, the film festival
has attracted people from different
cultures in Chicagoland, teaching_
visitors not only about Latin culture but also Latino -filmmakers,
actors and actresses. The films featured represent a variety of genres
and countries including Spain and
Portugal.
"This is an importani [and]
extremely influential festival," said
Kimberly McArthur, director of
development and public relations

at the International Latino Cultural
Center of Chicago, 33 E. Congress
Parkway. The center is one of the

Courtesy Kimberly McArthur

One of the movies shown during the 22nd Chicago Latino Film Festiva l was 'Carambola' (above), a fi lm about one man's
dealings with his billiards ha ll.
sponsors of the event that coordinated with founder Pepe Vargas.
Some films aim to break negative stereotypes of Latino culture, including topics such as
comedy and famil y life, instead
of drug dealers or gangs, according tr McArthur. The festival is
an opportunity to witness the
differences in many Latino cultures, s uch as language and traditio ns, she said .
Cert ain ni ghts have had a
theme o f a specific country.
Opening night focused on a
Spani sh film , Elsa & Fred, with

s pec ia l g uest appearances b y
Uruguayan/Argentine actress
C hina Zorilla . and director
Marcos Carnevale.
Actor Daniel Martinez said he
was flattered to be presenting his
movie, Carambola. T he film is
about a hustler who encounters
problems running his billiards
hall.
"This is a wonderful opportunity
to show what the Latinos are doing
elsewhere," he s•id. Martinez; like
McArthur, agrees that at times
Hollywood movies do not accurately represent Latinos.

McArthur said that this year
the sponsors have taken the gala
out of the event and made it
more spec ial b y in cl uding a
reception and cocktail hour at
the festival's main venue, the
Ri ver East Art Center, 4 35 E.
Illinoi s St. Be fore and aft er the
receptio n , the screenin gs are
shown down the street of the art
center at the A MC .River East 2 1.
Rosa Frausto, who lives on the
city's southwest side, said she has
attended the event for about five or
six years.
" I come for the movies, but the

majority of the times I come see the
events," Frausto said.
This year's attractions included
2006 Gloria
Lifetime
the
Achievement Award to Zorilla,
music, Span ish appetizers and
cocktail receptions.
Closing night will feature a
Puerto R ican film, Cayo, at the
AMC River East 2 1. The movie
is about a couple that revi sits
Puerto Rico an d find s themselves looking back on their
li ves. T here will be a s pecial
app earance by the director,
Vicente Juarbe.

Music students need more space Columbia's campus to
Mark Byme

Assistant A&E Editor
Both students and facu lty in
Columbia's Music Department are
hoping that the next issue the
school tackles is the insufficient
number of practice rooms available
to musicians.
According to H.E. Baccus,
d irector of the Music Department,
the department needs mo re than
double the number of rooms than
it currently has. T hough there is
some discuss ion among college
officials regard ing new rooms in
the near future, possibly by fa ll ,
many students hope to see results
sooner.
The increase in enro llment has
made the s hortage o f practice
space a concern over the past few
years. Richard Dunscomb, chair
of the Music Department, said
that a few years ago, there were
fewer than 200 students in the
department.
Now there are
a lmost 350 , and Dunscomb
anticipates more than 500 next
year. Baccus said that another
factor contributmg to the demand
in practice spaces might be a ·
change in curriculum that
requires music students to have
more private lessons.
"We've been trying for four
years to remedy the s ituation,"
Baccus said. "It looks as though the
space planning committee may be
addressing the issue finally, and
we're hoping for some kind of
result very soon."
Dunscomb explained that the

problem facing the Music
Department is not unusual for
Columbia, since lack of space is a
problem all over campus and
finding more in the area can be
quite costly.
" It's sim ilar to other issues
around campus where we just don 't
have enough space, but the college
is committed to growing, so we j ust
have to fi nd some," he said.
A licia Berg, vice president of
Campus En vironm ent, said that
the school recognizes the need
for more practice space, and is
workin g
wi th
th e
Music
Department to find solutions.
"We' re trying to make it as cost

"It's similar to other
issues around campus
where we just don't have
enough space, but the
college is committed to
g rowing, so we just have
to find some."
-

Richard Dunscomb,
chair of the M us ic
Department

affective as possible," Berg said.
Baccus said that the Music
Department has been looking for
space around the South Loop for
two years and is currently looking into a deal with U niversity
Center of Chicago, 525 S. State
St. , that would allow music students to use the 19 practice
spaces avai lable to the dorm 's
res idents, though the arrangements are not yet fi nalized .

Berg said she couldn't not go
into much detail about the possibility of partnering with neighboring ins titutions, because it
does n 't exist yet.
According to Baccus, the school
currently has 13 practice rooms,
and it needs about 30 to meet the
student demands.
N icholas C line, a sophomore
mus ic major, plays vio lin, piano
and g uitar. He sai d that the practice space issue affects most of
the s tudents in the Mu sic
Department, an d the need for
change is a common sentiment.
"Everyone's pissed off," Cline
said. He joked that students are
talking about j us t playing in the
hallways if nothing is done.
Cline explained that before II
a.m . or after 6 p.m., it is much
easier to get a practice space, but
there is a lot of demand during
the afternoon when most students are d owntown, and sometimes it can take a while for a
room to free up .
T he practice s paces are set up
in time s lots, and they give prio rity to piano s tuden ts and
ensem ble students who might
have a harder time practicing in
the ir homes. While spaces can
be reserved for up to three hours,
most students us ually o nly use
them for one hour at a time.
Baccus said that students have
gone as far as threatening to
leave the school if nothing is
done, but Cline said he hasn't
heard of anyone actually leavi ng
for that reason.

get a green makeover
College to purchase
eco-friendly furniture
Hayley Graham

Campus News Editor
Col umbi a's campus may look
a little greener, but not because
it's springtime. T he college is
currently work ing on a new system to get furni ture from an ceofriendly company.
O ver the past year, Col umbia
has been redes igning classrooms
and floors around campus. The
initiative also includes committing to sustai nable princ iples.
Co nsequently, the college has
been replacing old furniture with
g ree ner piec es fro m Herman
Miller, a pioneer in environmentally fr iend ly furniture design,
accordi ng to Joe Lea manczyk,
p roj ect manager of Campus
Environment.
"We are trying to go more
green wi th any of our projects,"
said Leamanczyk.
The furnitu re that is being
replaced wi ll either be reused
elsew here on campus or donated to less fortunate g ro ups,
according to Leamanczyk.
Alic ia Berg, vice president of
Campus Environment, said that
the college is working on the
fi nal de ta ils of the deal, and the
new furniture co uld be seen
around campu s as early as fall .

" It 's all part of being a more
sustainable campus," Berg said.
T he project, which will
include the remodelin g of classrooms and floors, wi II launch
wi th th e third fl oor of the 33 E.
Congress Park way Build ing,
w here the new furniture will be
seen , according to Leama nczyk.
A lthoug h this is the project's
officia l la unch , some of th e
green furni ture can a lready be
seen on the second fl oor o f th e
33
E. Co ngress
Parkway
Building, where the Journalis m
Department moved to last summer, and on the thirteenth floo r
o f the South Campus Building,
624 S. Mi chigan Ave. The new
furni tu re is in classrooms ,
offices and in some public areas .
The furniture is not considered green just because it is
made of post-consumer materia ls, but also beca use o f the way
it is produced. Herman Miller
u ses s us tainable product io n
practices like reusing packaging , which reduce g reen house
gases and waste p roduced in the
process.
Leamanczyk sai d that the
Herman Mi lle r furniture is a
good opt ion for Columbia
because of its q uality and 12year warranty. Eve n tho ug h
green products can be more
expensive, the cos t of Herman
Miller furniture is on par with

See Furniture, Page 9
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Events

Monday May 1

Counterpoint Recital

12:30 PM

Musical Theatre Workshop 3

3:00PM

Vocal Jazz Recital

7:30PM

Tuesday May 2

Groove Band 1 Recital

12:30 PM

Groove Band 2 Recital

3:00PM

Piano Recital

7:00PM

W ednesday May 3

Musical Theatre Workshop 1
Blues Ensemble Recital
Thyrsday May 4

I Solisti Delia Scali Trio in Concert
I Solisti Delia Scali Trio Workshop

CELEBRATE 28 YEARS
OF HAIR TRIGGER!
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Campus News

Networking
paradise offered
to students
Adstock helps
students get connect~
with professionals
By Colette Ruscheinsky
Contributing Writer
· Many college students struggle
with landing that perfect internship or job opportunity that will
make their career goals a reality.
Because preparing for the future
can be overwhelming, students
will have the chance to network
with executives of major companies at Adstock, an event hosted
by
Columbia's
Marketing
Communication Department. For
no cost Columbia students w ill
receive career advice, submit
resumes, practice interviewing
skills and ask professionals how
to improve their portfolios.
Experts in music, marketing,
advertising, jourr.alism and public
relations will be available to students who want to ask questions
and apply for internships or jobs
after graduation. Some of the
major corporations participating
include WFLD Fox Chicago,
Edelman Public Relations, the
Chicago Bears and Ch'rewd
Marketing and Promotion.
Organizers are expecting 300 to
600 students to attend the event,

which is now in its fifth year. Fivehundred invitations were sent out
by the Marketing Communication
Department, including invites to
high school students.
" It would be foolish for students
not to take advantage of such a
high-caliber event brought to their
door s tep," said Shanita Akintonde,
a Columbia .grad and faculty member who carne up with the idea for
Adstock in 2000.
Akintonde said she conducted surveys among first-year and transfer
students to find out what they wanted to gain from their college experience. According to her data, students
wanted a chance to network with
professionals who work in their
areas of study. She then put together
an organization for students called
the First Year Advisory Board to
bting Adstock to life.
This year's Adstock is run by a
team of 20 volunteers majoring in
marketing, advertising and public
relations and three senior student
sponsors, Tiara Johnson, James R.
Harris Jr. and Josh Mackey.
"Adstock is all about gathering
information about an industry you
want to get into, and the earlier
you do this the better," Johnson
said. He has helped run Adstock
four years in a row.
Harris, head of promotion for
Adstock, said he hopes every stu-

Courtesy Katie Kulczyk

Students sit down w ith professionals from various marketing fields, in order to talk about the industry
and set up internships at last year's Adstock. On May 4, students will have another opportunity to
rub elbows at Ad stock, which will be held in the Conaway Center of the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave.
dent who attends will "develop an
ongoing relationship with a professional in their field of interest."
Students who attended Adstock
in the past have walked away with
various
experiences.
Dan
ScheiDer, a marketing major, said
he never talked to anyone from a
major corporation last year
because the lines were too long but
was impressed a student organization put on such a big event.
On the other hand, Rachel
Katz, a senior public relations
majo r, said she waited in line 20
minutes , and because of the

advice she received on resume
writing at Adstock, she has had
three internships since then.
Katz also said that Adstock
helped her learn that the professional world isn't as scary as
people make it o ut to be.
Adstock also offers opportunities for those who worked behind
the scenes. According to Katie
Kulczyk , the sophomore and
public relations representative
for Ads tock, her exp erience
allowed her to apply the marketing skills she learned in c lass to
a real event.

"Adstock is really beneficial for
getting students exposed to the professional world early in their college experience and showing them
how to gain the upper hand in life,"
Kulczyk said.
Adstock will be held in the
Conaway Center of the 1104
Campus Building, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on May
4. To view a complete list ofsponsors and companies that will be
attending
Adstock go
to
wwwcolum.edu/Adstock. or contact Shanita Akintonde at sakintonde@colum.edu.
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Campus News

Furniture:
Green furniture to
be purchased
Continued from Page 3
furriiture purchased in the past,
acc;ording to Lea:nanczyk.
He also said that workinJ? with
Herman Miller may !)rcvide
opportunities for students in product ·design and interior architecture
majors because the ~ompany is
open to working with Columbia
students. Berg said this would be
several months away.
In the past few years, the college
has implemented some sustainable
practices including using only
green cleaning products and

Space:
More students
cause crunch
Continued from Page 3
grown out of its current space.
"The question, of course, is, how
do you find additional space in an
institution where space is really a
premium?" he asked.
However, other departments
have experienced more difficulty
when scheduling classes.
According to Sheldon Patinkin,
chair of the Theater Department,
four to six scheduled classes do
not have a classroom to meet in
around this time each year. To
solve the problem, the department
usually cancels sections of other
courses to op~n up classrooms.
To find more space, the study
exam ined classroom schedules as
they appeared on OASIS's fa ll
2005 course listing. It revealed that

replacing existing lights with more
energy-efficient ones.
"For us to be a responsible insti. tution is important," Leamanczyk
said. "We're trying to develop
standards."
Terri Griffith, a faculty member
in the English Department, said
she thinks remodeling with green
furniture is a great idea and would
like tc :<~e more sustainable practices on campus.
"They should make the best
choices possible," Griffith said.
Kim Hayes, also a faculty member in the English Department,
said she believes the basis of all
daily choices the college makes
should be green.
"I think everything they buy
should be eco-friendly," Hayes
said.
439 classrooms are used by only
one class a day.
However, administrators believe
that while some rooms aren't
assigned classes, it does not mean
that professors or students are not
using them.
Nonetheless, the study found that
a number of classrooms' schedules
have "gaps," or times when the
room sits empty, during the day for
one or more hours. In the fall 2005
semester, 20 I available classroom
gaps occurred on Mondays. On
Fridays, the number dropped to 119.
Alicia Berg, vice president of
Campus Environment, said that this
study could lead to more classes
being scheduled during the day.
"Of course we know this isn't
going to Solve the problem longterm, but there is an amount of
space we could be using more efficiently," she said.
To help some departments manage the space crunch, students may
find some classes being held on
other departments' floors.
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Dancing for t he crowd

Uni Khnamhotep, a Columbia freshman, performs an interpretive dance for a crowd at Jones
College Prep, 606 S. State St., on April 27. The show featured a variety of musical acts, including R&B, dance, soul and hip-hop.
Department heads received complete listings of classroom schedules collegewide, in order to show
them where open classrooms can
be found during the day. This
should help them fmd additional
space to hold scheduled classes.
Rich, the chair of the AEMM
department, said most of the
department's classes do not require
special equipment, and can, therefore, be taught anywhere on campus. He added some classes currently do not take place on the
department's floor.
" It wou.ld be nice if we had all
of o ur space coherent and cohes ive," Rich said.

But assigning classes to different
buildings has proved that it does
not always go smoothly. Patinkin
said that the Theater Department
has scheduled classes in other
buildings before, with varying
results.
"When we offer enough sections
of the classes, we get moved to
other buildings, where they kick us
out because we're loud," he said.
However, Patinkin said he
believes classroom sharing will
work and will open up space on
campus.
The study also showed that classes began at 32 different times
through out the day, and ended at

8008. MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO, u:. 8060~

MAN~S: STUDENT ORGANIZATION SHOWCASE
I-JOT HOUS~ I 33 E. .BALSO AVE.
MAY 11. 2006 I 7:00-10:00PM

P~ join us to ~lebrate the talents of the student organizations
through perlofmance anQ visual presentations: Special gue$tjudges
will se~ the most outstanding student organization work.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION COftE
S. WABASH AVf..

~· MANIFEST URBAN ARTS FESTIVAL
• ,., FRIDAY, MAY 1.2, 2 006

9AM-9PM I SOUTH LOOP ARTS DISTRICT

78 different times.
Berg believes that schedule conflicts can also be solved by creating
a number of fixed starting times.
She said students may be able to
expect them as soon as the spring
2007 semester.
Rich said he trusts that
Columbia's future construction
plans will ftx the space issue.
However, until then, the college
will continue to find ways to manage the issue.
"I'm confident that we' ll resolve
the problem," Rich said. "The
question is, how do we make it
from here to there?"
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Manifest:
Festival will
feattrre musical
acts, parade
Continued from Front Page
There will be a main stage that
will feature performances from
professional artists and groups in
Grant Park. Some acts include
jazz musician Greg Osby performing with the Columbia vocal
and jazz ensembles, blues legend

Buddy Guy with the Columbia
R&B Ensemble, hip-hop group
the Pharcyde and rock group the
Detro it Cobras.
Org~IJizers said the festival is
also intended to bring alumni
back to Columbia. They have
about 500 reservations for the
alumni party and expect more by
the time Manifest begins.
Since Manifest will be held on
a Friday, some students will still
have finals to take while the festival is happening right outside
their windows. Manifest organizers do n't see this as a problem
because they feel the final week-

Guest celebrate in Grant Park at last year's Manifest.

day o f classes is the most logical
time to ho ld the festival.
" In comparison to the rest of
the college, there are very few
classes held on Friday," Kelly
said. " Most people can't go to all
the events anyway, so those students can come right after class."
Organizers said that Friday
works better than Saturday because
most people are still on campus.
Kelly also said that some out-ofstate students, especially those
graduating the following Sunday,
need that Saturday to spend time
with their families who have traveled to Chicago.
Kelly would not get into specific
numbers on how much the festival
actually costs the school, but said
the benefits, such as exposure and
marketing, outweigh the costs.
They said the festival, as large as it
is, does not come with an equally
hefty price tag.
"It's not as expensive as you
think," said Carol Ann Brown, producer of Manifest. "We are spending little more than we did fi ve
years ago (when Manifest began]."
A good portion of the work is
being done by students and
interns, organizers said, which
cuts down on cost. Columbia has
a lso rece ived so me money
through sponsors to he lp foot the
bill. Each department gets a
lump sum of money to fund their
own events at the festival.
Organizers said Manifest can
also bring in some money
through special tickets to various
events and T-shirt sa les. All proceeds will go toward the Open
Door Scholarship.
A pre-Manifest party, Luna
Fortuna, will be held on May 5.
For times and locations ofspecific e vents. visit htlp:llmanif est.co/um.edu

File Photo
An artist decorates in preparation for last year's festival
(above). Like last year (below), professional musicians will perform on a stage in Grant Park.
.

A little Known fa ct!
In Columbia's Graduate School, you can prepare to teach! The Department of
Educational Studies offers two-year, part-time courses of study leading to lllinois
teacher certification and a Master of Arts in Teaching (MA'I) degree. All courses
are offered in the late afternoon;evening-ideal for career changers.

MAT In art education
With a visual arts background, you can prepare for a certificate to teach art in
both elementary and secondary school. An interdisciplinary approach assures
that you learn best-practice methods for teaching the visual aits enhanced by
experiences In movement, drama, creative writing and music.

MAT In elementary education
Bring the richness of y our undergraduate major to your formation as a teacher
of primary and middle -school students. Prepare to teach In self -contained
classrooms or In a departmentalized middle school. The program gives special
attention to using various art forms to deepen and enliven student learning.

C:OWMaiA C:OLL&CIE CHICAGO C.:ARUJII IN TEACHING!

lducattonal atudl" O.partment

The primary goal ot the Educational Studlel Department 11 to c reate teachers who tostor ollaboratlon,
critical thinking and reflection, coruclouane11 ot sell, and cul tural divorslty.

Graduate School
Columbia Colle~ Chicago
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605

Columbia

~

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

WWW.COLUM .EDU/GRADUATE/
EOUCATIONALSTUDIES
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
W\.lA.Y'Jtest .fe~ttA.res: LtA.~ ForttA.~J
S?ec...t~e ForttA.~ ~ 13\essi~
LUNA FORTUNA

'

Conaway Center I 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 1 1st floo~
5:00pm - 8:00pm
Luna Fortuna is named for the Greek goddess Luna, who
illuminated the night with her golden crown. Join the Spectacle
Fortuna team and the Manifest Committee in celebrating the
upcoming Manifest festivities at this celebration of light that
offers a special sneak preview of the Spectacle, Manifest and all
of the excitement surrounding these events!
Attendees will be treated to music, performance, food and
surprises sponsored by Student Affairs with workshops from the
Department of Multi Cultural Affairs and [C)-Spaces. Engage your
imagination and prepare to be entertained!

,

SPECTACLE FORTUNA
Start: Street Fair 1 524 S Wabash Ave.
End: Main Stage 1 Grant Park 1 11th And Michigan Ave.
7:00pm - 8:00pm
Spectacle Fortuna is the celebration of the collaborative and
creative potential of hearts, hands and minds at Columbia
College Chicago. Realized through music, procession, street
spectacle and com munity ritual, Spectacle Fortuna brings art
to the avenues and performance to the public. The Columbia
College campus gathers en masse for this communal celebration
and .extraord inary parade.
Parade begins at 524 S Wabash Ave, moves East to Michigan Ave.,
and then south to the Main Stage in Grant Park at 11th St.

THE BLESSING
Grant Park 1 11th St. and Michigan Ave.
7:45pm - 8:00pm
New to Manifest, The Blessing is a raucous community ritual
that celebrates the accomplishments of graduating seniors. At
the conclusion of Spectacle Fortuna, seniors are asked to gather
while friends and family cheer them on with cascarones- confettifilled, hollowed out, painted eggs found at Latin American
celebrations and ceremonies. The vibrantly colored cascarones
will be given to Spectacle participants to be smashed on the
heads of the beloved seniors. Headlining bands The Pharcyde
and The Detroi Cobras immediately follow!
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[C]Spaces is Manifest!
GOW\.ING SOON ...
W\.ANIFcST cX:HI13ITIONS!
C33 GALLERY,

33 E Congress Avenue,
HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON

FRIDA~

MFA INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE & MFA ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES

Opens May 12, 2006
Reception I Artwalk +Sale: MAY 12, 2006 I 5:00PM- 7:00PM
The culmination of a yearlong, two-component thesis, thiS exh1b1t1on focuses both on
wntten documents and graphic repr esentations or students' des1gn resolut1ons .
Presented by the Art + Design Department

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY
1104 S WABASH AVENUE , HOURS: 10 AM · 5 PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND 10 AM · 7 PM ON
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

MFA PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
May 10-June 12, 2006

Reception I Artwalk + Sa le: MAY 12, 2006 I 5 :00PM- 7:00PM
The Photography Department of Columbia _College Ch1ca go is pleased to announce the
2006 MFA Photography Thesis Exhibition.
Exhibiting artists: Elizabet h S. Caudy, Howard Henry Chen. Kathenne L. Dyke ,
Felipe Garcia, Deborah Guzm~n Meyer, Cecil McDonald , Jr., Matt Nighswander. Cole
Robertson, Angela Watters and Margaret Wright.
Also showing: at the Hothouse "Bonus Tracks " May 12- June 12, 2006 Social hour May
12, 7PM-9PM Hothouse 31 E. Ba lbo Chicago 312·321-2725
Presented by the

Photograp~~

Department

HOKIN GALLERY
623 S WABASH AVENUE, HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY ANO 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRI DAY

BFA INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION, OPENS MAY 12, 2006

Reception I Ar twa lk +Sale: MAY 12 , 2006 I 5:0 0PM- 7:00PM
This s howcase of senior Interior Architecture student work is the culmination of
yearlong capstone project exploring a variety of typologies.
Presented by the Art + Design Department

a

HOKIN ANNEX
623 S WABASH AVENUE. HOURS: 9 AM • 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Product Design 0 Columbia College Chicago, OPENS May 12. 2006
Reception I Artwalk + Sale: MAY 12, 200 6 I 5:0 0 PM- 7:00PM
Product Design graduates will showcase new work ranging f rom a fresh design for an
acoustic/electric guitar to new concepts for kids ' playgrounds. skateboard accessories.
furniture, and electronics. Come hear design graduate Dan Koentopp and product
faculty member Kevin Henry perform live dunng the Manifest exhibition.
Pre•en&ed by the Product Design Dep11rtment

VISIT: HTTP:/ /CSPACES.COLUM.EDU FOR A LISTING OF ALL UPCOMING

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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erratic behavior:
Easter weekend
went home on a Friday
night to hang out with
my best friends I hadn 't
.. ~ I
seen in awhile. The plan
'
was to meet up at a
~
:.~
friend's house, chill
there for a bit and then
go home 'cause I had a
crazy Saturday of family activity planned. But
by Tiffany Breyne
by the time I got there,
·~
my friends were well
into their supply of
alcohol for the night. I
- I
usually listen to my
inner angel who tells
me when it's time to go
home instead of giving
in to my friends ' pleas
for me to stay. But this
time I took one look at
my drunken friends,
I consider myself to be a fairly level- decided to help finish off whatever was
headed person for the most part. I usu- left and passed out on the floor.
ally think before I speak, I don't spend Impulsive.
too much money on things I don't need
Another day I went with some
and I always try to see things from both friends to a party that I wasn't too sure
sides. Lately, though, that hasn't been about to begin with. I came to realize
the case; I have become an impulsive that a guy who I really.had no desire to
person, and I have no idea why.
see (for reasons undisclosed) was there,
Maybe it's the severe rush of spring and so instead of ignoring him, I pulled
fever that has overcome The Chronicle him close to me and told him he's an
office. It could be the thought of all the asshole. There was no purpose in that,
fmal papers and exams I have to work because he and I both know that he's a
on or the fuct that I'm getting older and jerk-that went without saying. But
my excuse of"I'mjust a kid" isn't real- like Lindsay Lohan in Mean Girls, I
ly going to work much longer.
had word vomit. Impulsive.
Here are just a few examples of my
I was crossing Michigan Avenue the

other day by the Virgin Megastore, and
some guy almost ran me over when it
was clearly my tum to cross. Instead of
just rolling my eyes and brushing it off,
l threw obscenities his way that I bet
would have made even the dirtiest
sailor blush. Impulsive.
These are just a few examples of my
impulsivity, but my biggest example so
far, though, is a bit more permanent.
Two weeks ago I felt too bogged down
with everything from work and school
and all that mess, and I came home
wanting to either sleep away all my
stress or do something totally abnormal
for a weekday night. The first thing I
thought of? Getting a tattoo! I'd been
wanting one for some time, and while I
had Some ideas, nothing had formed in
my mind that was really worthy of
placing on my body forever. That night,
though, a tattoo seemed like the perfect
idea to help me forget my problemslike I said, impuls.ive.
After my friend gave me the mandatory "This will be there for. the rest of
your life" speech, he happily drove me
to the local tattoo parlor and sat there
patiently and quietly on a stool as l had
a floral design painfully needled into
my left foot. As I look at it now, I'm
happy I did it and pray that l never get
sick of it. I think my impulsive actions
hit an all-time high with the tattoo, but
I'm OK with that. Maybe later in life
I'll look back and think about how idi'
otic and naive l was. But then again
maybe when I'm older I'll look down
at my left foot and realize how awesomely ridiculous I used to be.

it's also not unfounded
for me to fear this territory because it ruins
lives.
We have all experienced losing friends
due to a bout with "all
about my girlfriend I
boyfriend" syndrome.
In 12th grade, n\y
group of friends was
cut in half after I decided to neglect them for
months and spend
every waking moment
with my boyfriend at
the time. While I
learned from my mistake, getting wrapped
up in a relationship like
that is a frightening
concept: loss ofcontrol,
potential for heartbreak and in some
cases, after so many failed relationships, a cynicism about the entire dating game.
Being excited about a relationship
based on equality and respect for one
another is different than putting yourself (and heart) on the line for someone
who obviously cannot handle the relationship.
It's not me that I'm worried about
here. I'm not one to shut down when
something doesn' t work out, which
makes the relationship itself a lot more
enjoyabl&-living in fear is no fun. But
I'm currently watching one of my best
friends fall headfirst into something
that is, pardon my negative outlook,
doomed.
Amber recently started dating Josh
after being "just friends" for severn!
years. Josh is also a friend of mine and
is living with Amber's good friend,
James. (Can you see where this is
going?)

While Josh is a great, fun and kindhearted friend, he doesn't exactly have
the best track record when it comes to
women. Over the years, he has had several serious relationships and has managed to cheat on every single girlfriend
several times. He lies and is extremely
co-dependent. When his girlfriend is
working at night, he feels neglected and
screws someone else to "get back at
her."
One would think that, after years of
friendship, Amber would know better.
But to her, dating Josh was a gneat
idea- he would never pull that shit on
her.
Despite already discovering that he
lied to her and slept with his ex, she
decided to move forward with the relationship. I have been unable to reach
her ever since. I saw her at a bar last
weekend, where she smiled and rambled on for 30 minutes about how wonderful Josh is and how she's so in love
with him. Terrifying.
As, Amber tosses aside her standards,
friends and self-worth for Josh, I have
no choice but to stand on the sidelines
and watch the entire thing fall apartshe's not around to hear my advice-not that she would take it anyway.
The moral of this sad and awful story
is that, while I bask in the glory of a
good relationship and giggle myself to
sleep at night like an elderly woman in
Florida, I am watching the "all about
my boyfriend" territory conquer my
best friend. I suppose there's not much
I can do other than let things run their
course and hope she'll drag herself out
of it. Because it's very easy to fall into
this territory, but getting out is an
entirely different story. As for me, I'm
going to keep giggling until it's no
longer appropriate, which hopefully
won't be for quite awhi le.
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Impulsive and
AWESOME

Uncharted
territory
Last week, I had a bad case of
Tuesday night restlessness. For those
unfamiliar with my slightly chaotic
schedule, Tuesdays are the only days I
am free in the evenings. No work, no
class, just time to do things like laundry,
homework, etc. But last week was different. Last week productivity was the
last thing on my mind.
I'm not quite sure when it happened
or how to control it, but I have entered
official "all about my boyfriend" territory. Not that I was ever not all about
my boyfriend, but lately it's been one of
thole nagging feelings- brought on by
a combination of horniness and the
•implc desire to be around someone
who I get along with ~KJ>well .
"All about my boyfriend" territory
isn't so bad, when controlled. For me,
it's a matter of sleeping in his bed
instead of mine and giving up a few
hours of sleep in exchange for a few
hours oflaughing, good sex, chatting or
all of the above. It's well worth it. But
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Hunter Clauss • hc lauss@chronlc lemall.com - (312) 344· 8970
Tiffany Breyne • tbreyne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344·8971
Ma rk Byrne
• mbyrne@chronlc lemall.com - (312) 344· 8969
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. . .-\ \»9 Jl1IIPOSCd by a South Carolina state repre-

' sentative aims to make sex tbys illegal in the state.
The representative, G Ralph Davenport (yes, he's a
Republi~). wants to make it a felo~;~y to sell
devices primarily WICd for sexual stimulation. If
passed, it would punish users with a S I0,000 fine or
five_years in prison.
We at The Chronicle care deeply about South
Carolina. It gave us entertainers like James Brown
and Stephen. Colbert, and we are grateful for that.
However, if we're going to continue our appreciation of the southern state, we need to lll8ke sure that
Rep. Davenpon bas really put tbought.lnto what
making sex toys illepl would mean.
Dear Rep. Davenport,
Pay allelltion: If you ban sex toys from the state,
you're essentiaiiy alieoatina all the womeo who are
comfor1able with themselves, as well as the ones
who areo'texactly getting what they need from their
husbands (i.e., your wife). That's a lot of women
and probably a lot of lost revenue, too, When these
women realize they have to aet all their satisfaction
from their insufficient busbmls (i.e., you), they're
going to leave. They're goina to nm up to North
Carolina, and suddenly South C&rolina will be a
huge sausage fest.
But that will only be brief, because the men will
leave too. They'll nm on up to North Carolina in
search af all ~ girls who took fliaht, and then guess

what?
·
Then it's just you. And the other state representatives maybe. And you &UYI will be banging out in
Congrea lhlnkiDa about two things: One: Am I gay
if I let this guy aive me a reach-around? and two:
Dammit, I'm one hell of a jaclcass.
Yes, you are.
- M. Byme
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So , Is that movie
worth watching? \!)<;!)000
That CD worth
\!)<;!)<;!)00
buying? Count
the hearts In
ea ch review and \!)\!)<;!)<;!)0
use thll handy
chart to find out. \!)\!)\!)\!)\!)
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Complete Crap
Download It
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.
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Oid T-shirts: As ani facts of yoUI
spiritual journey, they seemed
cool at the time-and in the privacy of your own home, still do.
Especially the aqua-green one
with the giant face of an openmouthed fish on it.
Peanut butter cereal: Yummy.
Juries of our peers : With appeals
and all, who'll actually see the
inside of a federal prison first, our
former governor, our current governor, Scooter Libby, Jeffrey
Skilling, Mayor Daley's patronage
chief or Mayor Daley?
The CTA critic: He sat next to
me on a bench at the Harrison
Red Line stop and very astutely
noted, "There's a f- ing train
going the other way every second,
and none ever comes for us. " I'm
not even sure he was talking
about the subway.
Hope: Let's hear it for the 2006
World C hampion Chicago Cubs!

The beach: Especially Sheridan
Beach on the Michigan-Indiana
border. Here, the sky meets the
water in a collision of blue, and the
sand is warm and soft. The kids
and dogs are always happy; the
cocktails taste better and I get to
spend hours gazing at my beautiful
wife. Bury me here, please.
Chi-Thng Restaurant in
Evergreen Park: A utilitarian but
wonderful sushi place with South
Side prices, featuring the least
expensive Japanese beers in
Chicago. Need I say more?
Triumph, the Insult Comic Dog:
Triumph never fails to make me
laugh. It's only as of late that I
found out he is not a real dog, but
that 's OK. All TV shows should be
controlled by dogs.
C hicago's lakefront bike path:
It's a spectacle of flashy French
racers, power-stroller pushers and
waddling families, but it's still one
of the most phenomenal places to
be during a Chicago summer.
The C hronicle: It is the paper, the
place, but most of all, the people.
These are the greatest and hardestworking students in the school , and
I can't begin to tell you how proud
I am of the work they do.

Soundtracks: I am obsessed with
them--even if it's a bad movie
with great music. Napoleon
Dynamite and Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind are my two
favorites of the month.
Cake: No, not the band, but the
wonderful pastry topped off with
butter-cream frosting. Sometimes I
go to the bakery and pick one up
for no reason and sit in my car and
eat it with a fork.
Documentaries on HBO:
"Taxicab Confessions"-need I say
more? My creepy voyeur sel f
comes out during that show.
Index cards: I write love notes to
myself and stick them in my pockets. They come in multiple colors,
lined or unlined. The choices are
endless.
C hronicle job applicants: Pan of
my fun day is reading applications
for open positions here at The
Chronicle. Hint: If we ask you how
frequentl y you read The Chronicle
and your answer is "rarely," you
probably shouldn't wait by the
phone.

Only 24 hours aft~r sleet and cold weather descended on Chicago, citizens sit and enjoy the sun and warmer temperatures in
Daley Plaza on April 26. The plaza, which currently includes a flower market and a water fountain, is a nice spot to sit and
relax during a busy day. Here the fountain silhouettes two Chicagoans as they relax under an umbrella.
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Gelling into girls' punts becoming more populor
Men getting feminine when if comes to buying jeans
By S a m Libretti/As s ociate Editor
t is in style these days for
young men to wear their jeans
extremely tight. And while
many men jus t buy the tightest-fitting men's jeans they can find,
some have gone to an alternative--women's jeans.
It is difficult to pinpo int the
exact time it became fashionable
for men to wear pants meant for
women, but the trend can be spotted on co llege campuses and at
concerts not only thro ughout the
C hicago area, but also nationwide.
The style has be~n mad e popular by hardcore " emo" bands like
Norma Jean and Atreyu, and fans
have m ad e wea ring w omen 's
jeans, regardless o f gender, as
po pular as C onverse Chuck
Tay lo r shoes o r chain wallets.
C indy, a sales associate at
Urban Outfitters who said she is
not allowed to use her last name
due to company po licy, said that
men purchasing women's jeans is Tight-fitting women's jeans, like these at Urban Outfitters, 20 S . State St. , are becoming as popucommo n at her store, located at lar with men as they are with women.
20 S. State St.
s he enjoyed seeing men wearing
Th e reasons behind the trend cut o f women 's jeans also
" It definitely happens a lot," the tighter-fittin g jeans.
vary. Jesse, a sales assoc iate at attracts men to the m.
s he said. " I used to work at the
" Clearly, I love 'it ," Ritchie the H&M clothing store at 20 N.
"Girls ' pants are always more
Urban Outfitters o n Rush Street, said. " Let 's be h onest- guys State St. , who , like Cindy, said he fitted," s he said. "Guys think that
which bas a better selection of look a lot better .in girls' jeans."
couldn 't give his last name , said the more fitted look is better than
jeans, and I'd see guys buying
Ritchie is s uch an advocate o f that music has a hand in influ- they can ge t in men's jeans."
g irls' j eans nearly eve ry day. At the trend that Ehe s tarted a gro up enc ing men to go with women 's
Ritchie said she has been trythis s tore, it's maybe a few times on the college networking web- jeans.
ing, with marginal success, to
a week- which is s till a lot."
site
!'acebook.com
entitl ed
"I see a lot o f s kinnier g uys con vert her mal e friends into
The trend do~sn ' t see m to "Adv., l!.,ement of the Wearing o f buyi ng the m because of the women's jeans wearers. She said
bother the main target audience Wo me n 's
Pa nts
By
Bo th punk-rock look it su gges ts," he guys look "a little more s hape ly"
for women 's je ans- wo men . Genders." The group is for peo- said.
in women' s j eans .
Maggie R itchie, a sopho more ple who support men o ptin g for
Music is n' t the o ni y reaso n,
''I'm imagining the cut o f the
fiction writing majc:. said that women's j eans.
thoug h. C indy said that the tight girls' jeans," sh e said. " They just

I

look like they have a better form
in them than they do wearing
baggier gu ys ' pants."
Sometimes, the reason for men
buying women 's j eans is more
practica l. Joe Yeoman, a 2 1-ycarold j unior fi ctio n writing and theater major, said that he bo ught
h is firs t pair o f wo men 's jeans
over the winter because he couldn 't fi nd male-fas hioned tapered
jeans that s tayed out o f the way
w hen he rides his bike.
Yeom an sa id that he fo u nd
himse lf ro llin g h is pant legs up to
avo id catch in g them on h is bike ,
and that the women 's jeans he
has so lve the p roblem.
" I o rigi nally got them because
they help me to not hit my leg so
much on my bike," he said. "They
also allow more elasticity because
girls' jeans are made with s pandex
and guys' jeans aren't."
M en and women have d ifferent
basic shapes, and their respective
jeans are ta ilo red accordin gly,
which can cause problems for men
without hips to support the jeans.
Yeoman said that he gets more
compliments on his pants from
women w hen he 's wearing his
women 's jeans than he does with
men 's jeans, but that the shape
issue does requi re some getting
used to.
" I always have to wear a good
be lt when I have them on." he
said. "Otherwise , they fa ll right
o ff my ass."

ARE YOU READY TO FACE YOUR MISSION?
YOUR MISSION, SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO ACCEPT IT:
Use the clues to fill in the spa ces .
(Hu .t: Vis1t www mjssjonjmoossjble com for help.) Once you have figured out all
of the clues, fill 1n the highlighted lette r to the corresponding numbered space in the
a ns we r. You w1ll then discover whe re you ca n pick up your complimentary pass for
you and a guest (while supplies last) to the advance screening of

The OIITle of the charlcler who P'IYS
the INd agent in the Mission: lmposalble
franchise................................................... ..
This ICtress played lhl mlln cl\lrlic:ter on
the WB's Felicity..........................................

Hals • three-time Academy·Awlrd
nomiOM whose fllms heve Hmad In
- o f aaven lnd a hiH biiNon doUa!'l
In worldwide boX olllca............................. ..

He pl8ya villain 0W.0 DIYIM 11\d won WI
AceO«ny AWird thla ye~r lor Beat Ac:lor....

------ ------6

Hl1 chlriiOtar, Luther Stlckall h11 bean In
I ll thrH Mil lion: Impossible fllmt..............
' 10

Thla lrlah 10tor who pl1ys 'Ibm Crulll'l
new ptrtntr In Mission: lmpoaatbla 11111\d
hll lllrrlld In rolaa oppoalta 10tre1111
Kalil Knightly l nd Sctrlttt Johlna100 .......
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life existed before computers, sources soy
Bucktown native relives childhood games through art
By Allison R iggio/Staff Writer
If you've ever stared into the poxolated
bhss of your computer monotor struggling
to remember what hfe was hke before the
Internet or the PC, you might want to check
out the work of artost L. Skop Woese to jog
your memory.
From luck the can to tree chmbing, double dutch to skinny dopping. Woese explores
the dimonoshong practice of outdoor actovoty
among young choldren on an exhibit on display on the Renaossance Court Gallery at the
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington
St., through May 7.
The exhobot, appropnately titled " B.C.:
Before Computers -Bucktown Chicago:
Works by L. Skop Wiese," fea tures 22
monotypes depicting the many games children of Wiese's era played during his youth
on Chicago's Bucktown neighborhood.
" There's a real nice sweetness to it and a
very good sense o f joy when you walk

through and see the work and choldren
playong.'' saod Pat O'Malley, rego onal
dorector of the C oty of Chocago
Department on Agong and manager of the
Renaossance Court Gallery.
Other games Woese's omages depoct
onclude alley basketball, red rover, double
dutch, skinny dipping, tree-chmbong and
crack the whop, to name a few.
" We dodn 't pay for anything and what
we did pay for was so cheap, like kite-flying and marbles,'' Wiese said. "We invented so many games, but then we didn't have
the traffic out on the streets to make it difficult. [Kids] don 't have vacant lots -now
they've got controlled games. They go to
parks, and they' re playing baseball or basketball in programs."
Wiese, who is in his 70s, is one of many
senior artis ts the gallery hosts in its exhibition space, which features artis ts who

Mauricio Rublo/The Chronicle
'ltchong Bottle Caps' (left) and 'Crack the Whip' are two of L. Skip Wiese's monotypes on display in ttje Rennaisance Court Gallery at the Chicago Cultural Center,
78 E. Washington St.

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation t o healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors w ill
I
take medication and undergo a minor surgical prO@!~reil~.
Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child.

Th~ summtt you can acrlt up - or~ ahead by orumg nlt»bk crnht houn at T neon Collqe.
\Y"ch thrtt chff«rnt swnmrr xmom. T nmn is a
""'"""""' :and aiTonbhk <'-"- n.. cndc y<>u11
cam uansfcr ro rnmt lft-SOk' coUq;cs or UNVCfSibcs.

2006 s..mn- Sessions

rntSosool Moy.lO-lftlO
_ _ ..... 12-N;. • n..d5oooon:.U,).IIug. 4

Call {708) 456-0300. Ext. 3130,
for registration information.
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are at least 55 yean; o ld. O'Malley saod
Woese·s work was a great fit for the
gallery. whoch os next to the Department of
A gong ·s senoor center.
"An mtergeneratoonal paor nught walk
through (the exhobit)- a grandmother and a
child or grandfather and chold-and they'll
stan a conversation about the games and
what they played and how things were in a
different era," O'Malley said. "Those who
are walking through on their own are walking through smiling at the work."
Wiese, said the main reason he created
these nostalgic works was to be able to reminisce about the games he played while
growing up. He added that he wanted to
connect with people who grew up in different areas.
" My wife is Japanese, and she said, 'Oh I
remember those games, too,' so it's kind of
an international thing," Wiese said. "That's
what was the inspiration for it."
Wiese used a monotype process. which is
best described as a stamp-like method, to
create the images.
Wiese said he first painted the images on
a piece of plexiglass using printer's ink. He
then used a printing press to transfer the
omages to paper. This process has a limited
tome frame, since the ink can quickly dry up,
and creates a one-o f-a-kind print.
According to Adam Brooks, the coordinator of Fine Arts at Columbia, the monotype process saw a resurgence of populari ty
on the late 1950s and early 1960s. Wiese
paints the mirrored images of his works on
the plexiglass in order to have an accurate
picture when the ink is pressed to the paper,

though Brooks saod not all artosts 1.1kc the
tome to do tlus.
"[On] a lot ,,f Pocass.>s ctchmgs )<no'll
sec the date

1s

backwards

bcc~1usc

he duln't

bother to do that.'' Brooks <aoJ
W&csc's mnnotypcs resemble ~o:han.·~o,al
drawings whoro they are tinoshed because he
only uses black mk, he sao d.
"You can do them on color. but I don<c
black and whue for tlus partocular scncs
because ot kind of remmded me of lookmg at
old black and white pictures:· Woese saod.
Though he couldn't narrow 11 down to
just one, Wiese saod one ofhos favontcs was
an image of the game "Buck Buck.'' Thos os
played by a group of several choldren and
requires each to bend over on a lone holdong
on to each other's torso o r legs. The opposing team, one member at a tunc. JUmps onio
this horse-like formation of kids and
attempts to collapse them.
"I think that one is most nostalgoc for me
because I think my back st ill hurts from that
game," Wiese said. " It 's a very macho, boy
game. I've never seen girls play • but I' ve
seen guys kill themselves over ot. [though]
not literally. I play hard."
Wiese retired from commercoal work uo
1980, and now spends most of Ius free tune
painting and teaching at the Deer Path Art
League in Lake Forest. Though he maonly
paints a variety of themes on watercolors
and pastels, the monotypes of such cho ldhood games seemed like the perfect scrocs
to submit to the Renaissance Court Ga llery.
" I had a lot of fun doi ng them," Wiese
said. "It was very reminiscent of a time
gone past. It was before computers."

Fi:ti}j•l;l•i
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If's obird; it's oplone; it's oreol-lile superhero!
Evil doers beware! There 's a thriving community of real-life superheroes patrolling the streets
By Hunter ClaussfA&E Editor

6U5

STOP·

-

pandex-clad superheroes
like Batman, Spider-Man
and Superman have found
homes in the colorful panels of
comic books, movie theaters and
the imaginations of readers around
the world, but there is a growing
community of real-life superheroes who are taking to the

S

streets.

The popularity of the real-life
superhero scene is growing
almost as fast as an old-timey
locomotive moves thanks to the
Internet. The visibilty of this
blooming community has led to a
new Sci Fi Channel reality-television show that is currently in
the works. " Who Wants To Be A
Superhero?" will feature II reallife superheroes fighting through
variout obstacles in order to
prove they have what it tak~s to
be the bett real-life superhero.
"lt't 10 ingrained in our public
contciousneu that somebody's
got to be doing it," taid Arizonabased hero Kevlex, whote heroic
deed 11 taking part in his own
neighborhood
watch
by
p~ tmlling around in a muk and
fight body armor. Kevlex refu1ed
tu give his real name 10 that hi1
~ccret identity could remain aafe.
While the1e real-life superheroes do not poltelf l uperpowcrJ like Iuper ttrength or x-ray
v11ion, heroeJ hke Kevlex arc
rnutiv11ted to take action by their
,,utrage 11 criminal behavic~r.
"1 here 1re people out there
~~tcvely promoflng child molcn·

ing," he said, refering to the
North American Man Boy Love
Association.
.
Kevlex believes that groups
and organizations that promote
racism or crime should not have
a place in today 's diverse society.
Kevlex said that he always wondered why there were not any
superheroes making a stand
against crime.
"It's making a stand as well as
being a symbol," he said.
Kevlex searched for websites
that covered the superhero scene
but wasn't impressed by what he
found.
"There were a few sites that
dealt with it in passing or dealt
with it as a curiosity, but nothing
that really pulled everything into
focus ," he said.
So to help find other real-life
superheroes, Kevlex created the
World
Superhero
Registry,
www.worldsuperheroregisrty.com,
as a forum for active players in this
tcene to communicate with each
other.
The registry keeps track of
real-life supcrheroe1 around the
world. But in order to be recognized by the World Superhero
Re11i1try at a real-life 1uperhero,
certain criteria mull be met.
Supcrheroe• must huvc o wellthoullhl out co1tumc, perform
heroic deed• for their communitiel untl be pcr1onully motlvutcd.
Amon11 tho•c rcul-llfe •upcr·
here~u ll1ted on the World
Supcrh ctCI Rcjlll try II AnJIIC

Grinder Man. Living in England,
this modern-day Robin Hood
frees automobiles from police
clamps or boots with his trusty
power grinder.
Also listed on the World
Superhero Registry is Terrifica,
who has been featured in New
York magazine ahd on NPR 's
"Wait, Wait- Don't Tell Me!"
Donning a blond wig and a golden

said.
Kevlex believes these hardcore
heroes are ones who are going
after organized crime bosses, as
well as performing other highly
dangerous activities. Kevlex
mentioned that these kinds of
heroic deeds are extremely dangerous, but that he would also
come to the aid of anyone in
trouble no matter how risky the

"They can be in spandex and a
cape if they want to-as long as
they don't interfere with a police
investigation."
Valkyrie bra, Terrifica patrols
New York City's bars and protects
intoxicated women from being
taken advantage of by men.
There are also crime-fighting
super teams listed on the registry.
The Crimefighter Corps is one
such group that patrols the streets
of Jackson, Mich. The team
Includes the Queen of Hearts,
Crimefighter Oirl and Captain
Jackson, whose alter-ego, Thomas
Prunkini, was arrested for driving
under the influence in 2005.
While the World Superhero
Re11iatry hus liatings from nil
over the 11lobe, Kcvlcx believes
there nrc more rcnl-life KupcrhcrocK ruurnln11 the atrccts thnn
those II M
tcd.
"The people who ore the moat
acrluu• tend tu not tulk much," he

situation might be.
But not all superheroes have
their own powers, and some
superheroes, like the fictional
Batman of Gotham City, rely on
gadgets for their personal safety
as well as to fight crime. Reallife superhero inventor Professor
Thaddius Widget strives to
invent these snme gadgets nnd
accessories for the needs of his
superhero clients.
"Many of the items I crento nre
potentially httzurdous," Widget
snid in nn c-muil, so ns not to
reveal his secret identity. "Some
nrc ridiculously dnn11crous."
Widget invents nnd sells nnythinll l'rom stccl-relnlorccd Jllovcs
to l!rnpplin11 hooks. '1\vo pn1jccts he
Ia currently workln11 on nrc 11 com·
pnct II"'PilCI lnunchcr und nn clcc·

trifled fighting staff.
Since he creates and sells such
devices, Widget said that keeping
his identity a secret is important
so he can't be held accountable
for his inventions.
"I refuse to be sued because
someone uses a grappling hook
improperly and falls to their
death, or puts out an eye with a
pointy bit of equipment," he said.
"I expect my customers to take
personal responsibility for their
purchases and their actions."
While real-life superheroes
have the best of intentions when it
comes to patrolling their neighborhoods, Sgt. Eugene Mullins of
the Chicago Police Department
thinks they should find other ways
to help fight crime.
"We don 't want any citizen to
go out and hurt themselves to try
and ben vigilante," Mullins said.
· "They can be in spandex and a
cape if they want to-as long as
they don 'I interfere with a police
investigation."
Mullins said citizens should
cnll the police department if a
crime is taking place rather t~an
tuko mutters into their own
hands. He also encouraae people to problem solve with tho
police dcpnrtmcnt on how crime
cnn be reduced in their neighborhood~ .

"'fhlll promotes 11 healthy
noi11hborhootl," he st1ld, " We
don't want nnybody 11olna out
11nd IICtllnll themselves h\trt,"
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Books:
Continued from Front Page
luck through a traditional publishing house,
to have their work printed. But the main
difference is that a traditional publishing
house pays for the book to be published.
while print-on-demand requires the author
to pay.
"In general , the criterion is that if you can
pay, we publish your book," said Sam
Henrie, president of the mid-sized print-ondemand service Wheatmark, as well as the
Arizona Book Pu~ l ishing Association.
Wheatmark publishes abo ut about 150
books per year.
But while this new teclmology is opening
the once-inaccessible doors to the publishing industry, some are questioning the
motives of these print-on-demand companies. Victoria Strauss, a published science
fiction writer and writers' advocate, main-

tains the Writer Beware page on the Science
Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America
website, warning authors about print-ondemand services.
·
"Unfortunately, many people choose
these services because they either believe
that they are equivalent to real commercial
publishing or else they've been misled by a
lot of the hype about self-publishing, wh ich
tries to present it as a good alternative in all
circumstances," Strauss said.

She said that print-on-demand publishing
can be a good option for people who aren't
concerned with marketing their book. For
example, she said it's appropriate for people who have written family genealogies or
recipe books or for colleges and universities
that want a small amount of books published for specific classes. Print-on-demand
publishing can also be effective for nonfiction authors with specialty subjects who
know how· to reach an audience directly.
However, it's much more difficult for fiction writers to have success because their
market is harder to target.

But for many authors, the purpose for
writing a book isn't fue led by dollar signs;
they fee l the need to write and just want
their book released into the world.
"When I started to write [my] book, I
realized that regardless if I made millions of
dollars wi th it, I at least wanted to be a
writer, becau se that's what I enjoyed
doing," said Crystal Winston, who published her book After I Met a Boy through a
print-on-demand service.
Upon a suggestion from the editor
Winston hired to edit her book, she decided
to publish through a print-on-demand service instead of depending on a mainstream
publisher; she didn't even bother to submit
it to any.
"As long as the book got out, that is what
I wanted," she said. " I didn 't want it to be
based on whether or not somebody liked it
at a publishing house."
Traditional publishing houses have strict
policies on reviewing unsolicited work and
are publ ishing fewer titles than they used
to, Henrie said. He said that self-publishing
is becoming more popular because it gives
writers the opportuni ty to take fate into
their own hands and have a book produced
and sold. And occasionally the successful
books printed by print-on-demand services
attract attention from mainstream publishing houses.
According to Henrie, such success stories
include Th e Simpsons and Society and The
Idiot Girls' Action-Adventure Club, which
were both ori ginally published by print-ondemand services. The latter appeared on a
New York Times Bestsellers list.
" I think the direction the industry is headed is that everybody will be able to pub lish,
then if you have a certain level of success,
then the major publisher or publishers like
(Wheatmark] will start putting their marketing funds and clout behind those books,"
Henrie said.
Wheatmark offers a program in wh ich
books that have sold over 2,000 copies are
marketed by the company, instead of by the
author. Only a small percentage of books

ever achieve that amount of success. He
said out of the 600 titles that Wheatmark
has, only eight have ever reached that level
of sales.
Part of marketing problems that many
print-on-demand books face could be
attributed to their sales being lim ited mostly to online bookstores because, as Henrie
said, the major publishers have a lock on
brick-and-mortar bookstores. However, he
sa id that since slightly less than half of all
books are sold in physical bookstores, there
is a market in online sales and through specialty stores like gift shops. But, according
to Strauss' webpage, the prices of print-ondemand published books available on
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online bookstores ltke Amazon, Barnes &
Nobel and Borders are generally about $10
more expensi ve than trade paperback
equivalents.
Whether print-on-demand publishing is
an adequate alternative to traditional publishing houses is yet to be determined, but
Strauss said there is an inexhaustible market for these types of publishers.
"An inordinate number of people have
written books and want to publish them ,"
she said. " I think in a way it 's a fad, but in
another way it 's fulfilling a great hunger
that a lot of people seem to have, to write a
book and put it into print."

Crystal W inston's book, 'After I Met a Boy,' was published through a print-ondemand service.
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Pitchfork Music
Fsstival

Chicago 8/UBS
Fsstival
June 8 through 11; noon to 9:30 p.m. all days
Who's playing:
The organizers of the 23rd annual Blues
Festival are taking time to reflect on the history of Chicago's landmark music. In commemoration of blues musicians and icons, the fest
is divided into four categories for each day:
"First Time I Met the Blues," "Drivin' Wheel,"
·wang Dang Doodle" and "St. James
Infirmary." Finding good music and parties
won't be difficult with the festival divided into
six stages throughout Millennium Park.
Opening day includes ·centennial
Celebrations," a tribute to late music greats
Little Brother Montgomery, Roosevelt Sykes
and Blind Arvella Gray. Other notable events
inclue the Howlin' Wolf Birthday Party June 10
and Devil in a Woodpile, the Tuesday night
house band at the Hideout, performing June

9.

Intonation
When:
June 24 and 25
Who's playing:
The festival , now in its second year, has managed to evolve and this year it will offer everything from hip-hop to indie rock to alt-pop and
a slew of talents from overseas. The two
headlining bands both hail from Britain: autobiographical hip-hop artist The Streets and
pop-rock group Bloc Party. Also sharing the bill
are Britain's trip-hop artists Lady Sovereign
and techno-pop Annie, Montreal's The Stills
and Japan's noise band Boredoms. Some U.S.
band!l lnclude politica lly driven dead prez, former Guided hy Volcen frontman Robert Pollard
and Roky rri cknon of 13th F-loor Elevators
fam e. fll oo now to tho fentival this yoa r Is tho
Art Rock Po•Jtor Gallery for audlonco browsing
and purchanlng.
Location:
Union Park, 1'J01 W. llmHiolph St.

Co&t
Ono rlay co'lt•; 't/0; both day•; coot 't3 '> .
More Information:

tlonrn ll•;lr.lo•l t .r;mu

When:
July 29 and 30; noon to 10 p.m. both days
Who's playing:
The creators of last year's Intonation Festival
broke up and formed a fraternal twin festival
through online music publication Pitchfork.
Catering to the same indie-rock-lovin' audience as Intonation, the two days are filled
with a 38 band line-up. This festival combines
both established bands like Ted Leo and the
Pharmacists, Spoon and Mountain Goats
along with newer groups like Band of Horses,
Tapes 'n Tapes and Chin Up Chin Up. Pitchfork
is also pushing the fact that Brazil's reunited
Os Mutantes are scheduled to perform. This
will be the first show for the rock band in
more than 30 years and one of the rare stage
appearances they're making this summer.
Location:
The corner of Ashland Avenue and Lake Street
in Union Park.

Cost
One day costs $20; both days cost $35.
More Information:
www.pitchforkmusicfestival.com

Chicago
lntsrnational Houss
Music Fsstival

When:
July 22 and 23, times to be announced
Who's playing:
The festival's website claims it's bringing
house music back to its roots, and it's doing
so with a bang. iThe festival includes many
players from Chicago and others from around
the world who are famous for getting the audience to dance in a way that few can. More
popular artists include Frankie Knuckles of
Grammy fame and some other acts occupying
the main stage include DJeremy and David
Morales. A separate Chicago stage is set up
for locals like Lady D and Steve Hurley.
Location:
Charter One Pavilion at Northerly Island, 1300
S. Lynn White Drive

Cost
One day costs $35; both days cost $60.

More Information:
www.chicagohousemusicfestival.org
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World's Largest Block Party
Located at Old St. Patrick's Church, 650 W. Madison
St., this event is a must for anyone who misses the
days of gathering together with neighbors for some
down-home fun. Music announcements are yet to be
announced, but since the party is sponsored by
Budweiser and 93WXRT, fun times are guaranteed on
July 14 and 15. For more information visit www.worldslargestblockparty.com.

Chicago Folk & Roots Festival
The line-up of performers, to be announced May 1,
will play at the Old Town School of Folk Music,
4544 N. Lincoln Ave. Old Town School's Dayna
Calderone said that a $5 donation is requested for
the performances and that there will be five stages
for children, staff and workshop students among
others. For more information visit www.oldtownschool.org.
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South Side Neighborhood Gospel Fest
Put on by the Youth and Young Adult Choral Ministries,
this free day of music (July 15) offers up fun, food and
entertainment. The festival takes place at Ogden Park,
6 7th Street and Racine Ave nue, from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. For more information visit www.yayac.org.

Wicker Park Summer Fest
Taking place July 22 and 23, the fest is a reflection and ce lebration of Wicker Park's history and
culture. Musical guests are yet to be announced,
but food and arts and crafts will line the streets
of Damen Avenue between North Avenue and
Schiller Street. For more information visit

lol/apa/ooza
When:
Aug. 4 through 6
Who's playing:
Musician and all-star partier Perry Farrell
should be proud of his own festival child. Over
the years it has grown into a combination of
ta lents old and new, traditional and experimental, local and from afar. Some of this
main acts didn 't stray far from home,
Kanye West and Wilco, but others like the
Hot Chili Peppers and The Shins are maR
ng appearances for the first time in awhile.
is concert truly does represent for everywith a line-up of at least 130 bands.
gh all acts are sure to offer great perrmances, some that are definitely worth
the hot sun include Ween, Queens
Stone Age, The Raconteurs (one of Ja
side projects), Ryan Adams, Nada
urf, Matisyahu and Wolfmother.

,
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hen:
,
ug. 31 to Sept. 3, times to be annou ced.
ho's playing:
There aren't any announcements on this festi'lal yet, but considering past shows it is guar_ _ _anteed to be worth attending and therefore
worth mentioning. Now in its 28th year, the
130 pays for the whole festival- while th~
festival has featured the Chicago Jazz
lasts. Once that price allotment is sold
nsemble and jazz greats like Duke Elli on
the price goes up to $140, then eventualand the . Wine, art and great food also rouo
$150. In other words, buy tickets soon I
out the festival to make it a feast for all the
ry is the way to go, purchase tickets
senses. It takes place on Labor Day weekend
Lounge, which includes food, drinks
as usual, and according to the Mayor's · ffic
in the shade, the LollaSpa and a tist
o Special Events, which runs the event,
Tickets for two people are $1,2 0;
d eds of thousands of people turn out e
for four people are $2,500.
year, so be prepared for a large, diverse
ore Information:
eaty crowd .
.lollapalooza.com
cation:
L~<'i. ~r..-: ·': ·"ciJ
_ .....,_,u,ant Park
/
Cost
Free!
~;::=~~ore Information:
•
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Telescope on Tunstoll
Musician KT Tunstall lets loose her innate musical skills
By Kristin Reichardt/KRT
KT Tunstall. a Scottish girl
from St. Andrews, is still getting
used to fame. As th.:. ,iewest "it"

girl to hit the UK and American
music scenes, she's even
impressed to find that she has her
own Wik1pedia entry. Despite a
busy scheduie, fo lk-rock artist
Tunstall found time before a gig
in Chicago to di scuss her influences, her de!>ut album and why
she can' t imagi ne doing anything
but making music.
Tunstall, raised by scientist
parents, is the only one in her
fam ily to play musical instruments. she said. The classically
trained pianist and flutist never
had voice lessons and taught herself to play the guitar.
" It's never been a cerebral. calculated process." she sai d of
making music. "It ·s rea lly come
from an innate passion. It 's
strange because l started writing
songs before I became a huge fan
of anything. I think the songs
were going to come to me
regardless if ! was into other
people 's stuff or not."
Tunstall began wnting both
lyrics and music at age 15 and
sa id that if she didn ' t write. play
and perform, ~ he became very
frustrated.
Tunstall's mellow, earthy

voice reflects he r inspiration
from, as she said, the old female
singers, such as Billie Holiday.
From catchy pop tunes to soulful ball ads, Tunstall 's album contains a captivating element that
acts as a lasso, drawing listeners
into her music , keeping choruses
in their heads and toes tapping
long after shutting off th e stereo.
Perl1aps thi s characteristic is
her versa tility and the fact that
Tunstall is not out to prove anything to anyone with her musicshe gives listeners passion, reality and a down-to-earth attitude.
When the 30-year-old Tun stall
began looking for a label, she
was often told that she was "on
the wrong side of 25." But she
said she finds that her age actually brings a rich fullness to her
music she said she wou ldn't have
if she had made the album earl ier. Tuns tall also said she'd like to
think she's become more openminded with age and hJs developed more of a perspec tive on
what she wants out of life.
" Honestly, I can totall y, confidentl y say that if I had made this
album when l was 25. it wouldn't
have been near as good."
Tunstall said. "With age comes, I
think. belligerence. You become
more stubborn."

For an experienced performe r
with no experience in recording,
Tunstall described making her
first album as "a kinda surpri sing
and educational experience."
The most important things she
said she leacned from making
Eye to /he Telescope are to keep
an open mind when it comes to
the creative process and allow
more experienced peop le to give
input and ad vice.
" Had it been left completely to
my devices, it would have been a
roar album ; it would have been a
much more stripped down, indiesounding album ," she said. " It
definitely was a time when l had
to let go a little bit and not be
such a control freak."
Eye on lhe Telescope is a collection of songs infused with
Tunstall 's life experiences and is
partially named for the times in
her childhood when Tunstall 's
phys icist father would take her
and her brother to the St.
Andrews University's observatory at night to show them the starry sky.
" It was a very definite decision- ! wanted all o f these songs
to be autobiographica l. and not
all of my songs are," Tunsta ll
said. "You give an impression of
who you a re and what you' re

KT Tunstall's debut album, 'Eye to the Telescope,' came out earlier this year .
about, and I think the autobiograph ical albums are a great way
to do that."
Though some may compare
her to other singer:songwriters
such as Nora Jones, Tunstall said
comparisons really don ' t make
sense to her.

" It 's flattering if it's an artist
who inspires me," she said. "The
reason these artists are successful is because they're origin al.
The biggest compliment I can get
is I read in a magazine somewhere that someone was being
compared to me."
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Girls will be boys, boys will be girls
Local drag king group A Sordid Collective aims to tackle gender definitions
By Whitney Schlosser/Staff Writer
In our society, gender ro les may
" Kinging plays with representaseem cut and dry, but now a group lions of the masculine and burof local drag kings is looking to -- Jesque with the femm e, so we fi~change that
ure when you throw these two
Columbia
professor
K. together, the inversions get magniBradford and her production fied, and the queer-body politic
group, A Sordid Co llective, are gets he;ghtened ," Bradford sa id.
taking on limited gender d~finiTh~ i:."ggest project A Sordid
tions through performanc~ The Collective is currently working on
group produces shows around the is the full-length narrative show
Chicago area that deal with gender "The Lola Project" Instead of the
four- to five-minute acts drag perand cultural issues.
Brad fo rd is a veteran of formances normally consist of,
Chicago Kings, the travel ing drag "The Lola Project" wi ll feature
troupe that helped popularize drag more highly developed characters
kings, or women dressed as men, acting out a storyline based on the
throughout the country. Bradford, drag king experience. The show
partnered with design guru Jess will be performed by I 0 cast
Weida, developed A Sord id members in a I920s sen in g.
Collective after the Kings took
" After perform ing in and protheir final bow in December 2005 duc ing a Jot of shows over the last
after more than 200 perfonnances. number of years, we are excited to
The performers in A Sord id push past the format of drag king
CoJiective include other former shows as we know them ,"
CJ:icag.:> Kings, in add ition to Bradford said.
;nembers of the Br~akBone Dance
The show's stort line was creal6!tch ed by the entire ensemb le, said
Co.,
Heartless
Entertainment, GirJ:e-Q and Columbia graduate Jenna Dagety,
Gurlesque Burlesque.
who manages the show's produc"That's why we say A S0rdid tion and a lso performs.
Collective is ·a loose band of misDagety said cast members are
fits,"' Bradford said.
responsible for creating their own
The group is also working on characters.
combi'ling drag and burlesque on
The story is about each characthe same stage. Bradford said the ter's journey as a person and a
two genres of performance have drag performer. Though drag is
a lways worked in a brother-sister the central topic of the show, ''The
rel ationshi p, ar.d she wants to Lola Project" goes beyond gender
begin housing them under the and exploring race, class and hissam e roof.
tory, said Dagety.

"There is more to drag than just
the barroom fun that it is," Dagety
said.
Bradford sa id " The Lola
Proj ect," and similar gender
shows g ive the performers and
audience members a chance to
step outside the world of gender
restrictions.

" We ' re all taught to be in the
' boy or girl ' box, the 'white or
black' box, the ' rich or poor ' box,"
Bradford said. " Most of us are
some com plicated mixture of
identities. Gender shows take us to
the common ground of gender."
Wh ile many drag performances
exist within a small community,

Dagety said she would like everyon e to experience "The Lo la
Project"
" We want a prime-time show
where kid s, parents, students,
grandparents and co-workers can
all come out and see the same
show," she said.

From left to right: Berianne, C . Byrne , Heather Mills, K. Bradford and Jess Weida practice for
"The Lola Project" a t a drag king dress rehearsal on April 26. The g roup will be head ing to D.C.
in May to join o ther drag king a c ts .

Boot Camp Public Beta
Macs do Windows, too.

Boot Camp lets you instai iWindows XP witho ut moving your rAac data
For more information. check o ut http:/N•~"Nwapplecom/macosx/bootca mp
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Reolily television enters the seminory
New show features young men contemplating priesthood
By Marisa Guthrie/KRT

"God or the Girl ," a new reality show about young men debating whether to become Catholic
priests, may sound like a sleazy
series that promises cheap thrills
and rote religious bigotry.
" I had visions of a seminarian
in a hot rub with 3 bunch of
women,'' said Joe Adair, one of
the show's characters.
Judge not, however, be~ause
"God or the Girl," which began
Easter Sunday at 9 p.m. EDT on
A&E, is a journey of the heart,
not the flesh.
"Reality television has a welldeserved reputation for being
sensational ,"
said
Kiera
McCaffery of the Catholic
League, a civil rights organization that protects the rights of
Catholics to "participate in public
life without defamation or discrimination," according to their
website.
That is why Ll}e show's producers screened "God or the Girl"
last month at the U.S. Conference
of
Catholic
Bishops
in
Washington, D.C. McCaffery
said that the consensus "from
sources we respect, is that it's
unobjectionable and a fair portrayal."
Adair, 28, is a student counselor at John Carroll, a Jesuit university in Cleveland. He has been

in and out of the sem inary twice.
Dan OeMatte, 21, lives with nine
other celibate men at Ohio
Dominican Un ive rsi ty. Steve
Horvath, 25, chucked a high-paying job in the financial sector and
a woman he wanted to marry to
become a missionary. Mike
Lechni ~k. 24, and his girlfriend,
Aly, •r·;; both active in their
Scranton, Pa., parish.
And while Lechniak said he
" received the call" as a high
schoo l sophomore, he frets over
" the loss of a female compan ion
for the rest of my life."
So while the title may be a bit
polarizing, it is not without at
least a kernel of truth.
"What I struggle with is the
mandatory celibacy," Adair said.
" But I've always had this unfolding desire to serve the Church. If
I'm married or a priest or single,
I'm still serving God."
Becoming a priest requires a
vow of celibacy. Being a Catholic
does not-within the confines o f
marriage, of course.
Producer Darryl Silver started
pitching his idea for the show two
years ago. And although several
networks liked the concept, they
were reluctant to commit.
"Nobody wanted to pull the
trigger because if the show went
the wrong way it would be

In 'God or the Girl,' a reality series that began airing Easter Sunday on A&E, young men decide
whether to follow the Bible more studiously and join the priesthood .
absolutely scandalous," he said.
"The last thing you want is this
thing to go south and the Catholic
Church pickets your network."
Silver initially sought cooperation from dioceses around the
country in casting the show. But
the church declined to help, he
said.
"Everyone was suspicious,"

Silver said. "Although we wound
up casting these guys without
them, in continuing forward we
always kept a dialogue open with
the Catholic Church."
And if the title smacks of titillation and sexual innuendo,
maybe that 's not such a bad thing.
"We talked about (the title) a
lot," he said. "It's not exactly

T~,

what the show is about. But in
retrospect I think the [title) is
important because the point is to
get people to watch the show."
Silver said that if viewers tune
in thinking they' re'going to get "a
sermon on 'Temptation Jsland,"'
at least they're tuning in.
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ll not so cool
onymore
Hip-Hop veteran strikes out with latest album
By Mark Byrne/ Assistant A&E Editor
During the 1980s, LL Cool J made it
com mon knowledge that the ladies loved
Coo l James. However, after more than
twenty years of shifting popularity, things
have changed. With the release of LL's
latest album, Todd Smith (titled after his
discarded middle and last names) it's not
likely that the ladies will continue to love
James Todd Smith, if they still do after all
these years.
·
Todd Smith , LL's first album since
2004, starts out with a misleading track,
" It 's LL and Santana" (Juelz Santana, not
Carlos). The song is more hardcore rap
than any others on the album, and it is surprising to hear LL with those kinds of
beats behind him. Unfortunately, Cool J
does not revisit the sound, and each song
seems like it should be on a different
album.
The first song begins with the lyric " My
twelfth album launched, now everything
is Carte Blanche" possibly to make sure
that listeners are aware of just how long
he's been around. This lyric is typical of
LL. He qualifies himself by quoting his
resume, then uses a term like "Carte
Blanche," which feels out of place in his

"women want me so bad" subj ect matter.
He then goes on to address a few o f of his
listeners.
"To my homies who get it and get it the
fast way I To my ladies who get it and get
it so nasty I To my baby mommas that like
it real flashy I Can't wait to smash me I
All they do is harass me. " Even if you
don' t belong in one of the groups, you
shouldn 't tum the CD off yet. The next
song, featuring Jennifer Lopez, is worth a
listen, if only for the absurd sect ion in the
middle when Lopez and LL start "zzzzzing" instead of singing actua l words during the chorus.
It should be noted here that all but one
song on the album features a rather popular hip-hop or R&B personality. Jamie
Foxx, Mary J. B lige, Ne-yo, Genuwine
and 112 all assist LL throughout the
album, making it debatable whether he
could have made it without them. Hi s
2004 release, The DEFinition, was also
entirely collaborative, though on both
releases LL's face and name are alone on
the cover.
LL released his first album in 1985, and
after the initial praise for his upbeat party

,Apple Store - Columbia eonege

SUite224
33 East Congress
(312}344-8822

LL Cool J has put out twelve albums since 1985. His latest, 'Todd Smith,' wa s
released on April 11.
rap , he saw fluctuating popularity during
the 1990s. When harder acts like Public
Enemy saw success, LL did not, though he
kept releasing albums to supplement his
acting career, which had grown stronger
than his musical one.
The almost 40-year-old LL's latest
album is disappointing. While it is stylistically diverse, the execution is clumsy
and the style changes are distracting.
In the song "We're Gonna Make It," LL
claims that he's going to "bring truth to
rap, not gimmicks," but he must be aware
that featuring someone more popu lar than
he is and using a different style on practically every track are both rather gimmicky. Maybe he was putting more focus

on the part about bringing truth to rap , if
by truth he means the confession that he
just doesn ' t have what it takes anymore.
~ore likely however, and more on par
with this album 's lyrical content, he just
chose the word "gimmicks" because it
rhymed.

LL Cool J's latest album, Todd
Smith, is in stores now on Def
Jam records.
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Reviews

Have you ever gono 10
Potbelly's 10 ditcover s6me old, TlllyuddleWaB
stoned hippie mumbling in1o a Bottoms ofBarrell
microphone while playing his
harmonica? Well, the Dialectica
are the younger version oftblt
appetite killer. Old people in"'he
suburbs would probably enjOy
their stuff. Seriously, this band
is as bad as the five o'clock
shadow on a transsexual prostitute. ~H. Clarus

••

••••

This magazine is full of health
tips--not a lot of substance in
The New Yor ker
Women 's Health
May /, 2006/ssue
May 2006 Issue
the form of longer articles. I
_.--""!""=~~~ enjoyed the feature on anger;
but the accompanying photos
from TV shows belong in US
Weekly. Pieces about online
shopping and self-tanning
prove this is just another stereotypical women's magazine, not
a serious health and fitness publication. -J. Fischer

•••

Future We.poos
Discovery Channel

••••

MySpac:e Music:

'

If you're craving info on the
different ways people are
effectively killing each other,
then Discovery Channel's new
show, "FutureWeapons,:' is for
you. The premiere showcased
a Panzer Howitzer field canDOll and an Israeli swivel gun.
The fact that these weapons
are declassified and shown on
the Discovery Channel indicates that far worse is probably out thete. -E. Kasang

••••

The special features aren't too
extraordinary-the real prize of
Directed by Anand
this DVD is tbe.movie itself;
TUcker
which is a cornucopia of~
. . - - - - - - - - . , tiona! scenes, characters and
events that any watcher can
relate to. Steve Martin is wtusually creepy, CJaiJe Danes is
more beautiful than ever and
Jason Schwartzman is enclear-

Sbopprl DVD

•

Pepper Deaais

TheWB

,.

My brother is a rich yuppie.
He buys $80 jeans, gets bored
with them in a few months,
goes on a shopping spree and,
since we wear the same size,
gives me his "old" pants.
Therefore, my pants are really
sweet, and I haven't spent a
dime. I guess there is an
advantage to reckless consumerism and overspending.
- J. Jaworski

Premium Blend

\.

,

inglybelpl~ly

worth buying. - T. Breyne

•• ••

with their catc,hy, dancy,soogs
and tap-dancing pe!CUSSiooist, I
waa hooked. Bottoms ofBarrels
il tbeir sophomore release and,
like their first, is fun times from
IOp.IO bottom. - J. Sabella

Highlights of this issue
include an in-depth analysis of Nylon
May 2006 Issue
Phillip Roth's newest novel,
Everyman, coupled with an
I!"'WI"WP"''._~---~ .
incredibly intense headshot of
the author. Though the fiction
story is nothing special this
week, the caption on one of
the cartoons makes up for it:
"I couldn 't afford health insurance, so I became a Christian
Scientist."- M. Byrne

••••

Since I'm tct1nd the times
Free Pants
and don't have an iPod, or
even a CD player for that matter, having a variety of music
available at my fingertips during tl>e day is great. From
Shakira to Grateful Dead,
MySpace satisfies my random
musical cravings for the most
part and helps me procrastinate. It's a wonderful thing.
- T. Breyne

disCOvered Omahabased~ 1illy aDd the Wall

I
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Rebecca Romijn plays a
spwtky Chicago reporter, and
while some may coosider her
tbe epitome ofjournalists, the
show's r01111111ee and bouncy
plot only reveal industry
myths. Higbli~ inchide ·
~~Rider
'· I'C'Boy

•Qcitd as
the~ cameram3p. 's the
sbow you hate to rove.
MeetS Orld'1

f
·~::
~

•••••
Quagmire Bobble
Head Doll

Nylon's amazing clothes,
makeup and music put fashion
mags like Vogue to shame. I
don 't mind looking at ugly shit
that costs $2,000, but when
it's cute shit, it's just sad.
Don't be frightened by Mischa
Barton on the cover, either.
The young Hollywood feature
and Streets interview make up
for it. - J. Sabella

-A.Mt1111W •

Watching the over-sized face of
the sex-crazed "Family· Guy"
character jiggle back and forth
can get anyone through a long,
hard day of work. For those
especially stressful days, just
pretend that he is also saying
his signature phrase, "Giggidygiggidy-giggidy. Let's have
sex!" It provides a good laugh.
Lighten up people!
- H. Graham

Voice of Addiction

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
Punk and s:Ca have always been the defiant genres of the
mu., ic scene, from the energy of the music to the dance
moves to the mis~t attitude. The members of Voice of
Addict1on-- lan Tomele on bass and vocals, Jeff Walschon
on guitar and lr.K:k-up vocals, and Steve Gregg on drum.
have always had that bold incompliance in their mu.,ic, but
have only had their name and ska-rock ~tyle since 2003.
Wh1le all three members hail from Ohio, Gregg didn 't join
lomele and Walschon until after they had moved to the
Chicago. Voice of Addiction usc their bitter and sometwhat
heavy-rock energy to convey their dista'lte of the media 's
talking heads and today's politicians into the local music
~- Through e-mail, TIJITiele gave The Chronicle his
v1c:wt on the city's shows and the issues he cares about.

The Cltmnkle: Hqw hat VtJke of Addiction trtnJftJrmed over the ye11rt?
Tomele: It was 110 all uver the place in d1ffrrent 11mres that
~~ left audien«s 'Anfl!sed. We [would bej .., .•..,ing towurd
Ylll'lllllting else &nd d«:1<k t<J write all new rnaterllll. Wo
went thrt111gh three diffttcnt drummers [in a year). With
Cll(;lt [drummer)
plllyed a 110\JJ)Iei shi1W8 after they
leamt<l the 11l7111)1, IM 11 ncvtt wlffked out. In Dc«rnber of
la~t ye11r we r~ded IN BP "Imply l.i'led b'P 1(/()j, We
wtmted to do this v~ty raw in just a fiiW take~ with • lttt
emo!JVn It wasn't until mod·J!IhuAry ttf th1" your thnt we
were wmpletc With Oregg !1T1 drum~ It'" fill1ny It took
llnolhcr Ohl(l k1d he 1• fHTm Ymm!(•t!lwn fAntll we Me
fmm ( l~ellln<l f!, really ftt woth u•

w•

or

How did you guys get Into making political music?
Even though at the outset we played all different styles of
music, we were alwuys primarily a political band. I huve
always been interested in educating myself with the world
we Iive in and encourage everyone to try and do the sume.
It became apparent to me early on thut not everybody hud
the same advantages and/or disudvnntages growing up und
throughout thei r daily li ve~. I huve been u self-proclnimed
Anarch1st and active in the DIY community lor years und
plan on continuing to do so. I nm u firm believer thut the
only way true chnnge can come ubout is through cooperation and working together. I guess singing about these
things just kmd of huppcned to me; ncurly every bond I
huve been in hus been politicul in nuture. In retrospect I
guess I thought thut if people were listenin11 to whut you
were suyinll you should suy somcthinll more meaningful
thun the lyrics I usuully heur.

get their messnge out to the mosses. When you look at nil
the money und resoun:es that the government hns to pn>mute propaganda compared to whnt these band.~. write~'>'.
speukers, cit. htwe ftl their exposure, the dit~nce is
ubsurd.

lluw dots performlnaln hkaao compare to otlltr
cltlts, If at all?

Wh•t •r• some IIIUfl you're cu nc~rntd with nuw'f
Poreillll relations; I eina n lot ubout tho evcr-widcnln11 MOP
hotween the t loescs, the dl11ltul divide. the cxploitutlon of
tho J)OOt and third world countries, the lbrcc of <lumoctt\Y)'.
the hypocrisy of llUt leudcrs And the problllnlM With Ollt
medlu.

Chku110 is dil'lbrcnt in u lot ofnspec:\3. First of all, shm"l<
stnrt so enrly here. I wns not prep!U'td fur thllt. Also in th~
~ity there [ftl'ej vlrt\Utll)' no 1111·~ &ho s, 1 wool\! lllw.- ~<•
Sfty thtlt my tllvoritll pl~~te to plt\y o.ntllllr , a &00\ ill nt
Subtcrronon. [but) I nl~o like tht Nol1!, Double Doof.
l:lmpty Botti • 0~111 Kltchlln [1nd thll] Lo 1\1\ SQul\fC
Auditurlmn.

IJu you think PIIUUIIh h1nd~ n11w•ti•Y• uu lhtlr muskl
to prumute Importtint IN8ues'f
I think thnt thct~ nte quite n lot nl' l11111tlMthnt !In thiM 1101
~ntough though i\n!lot ~~~ t M very trldy lhr theMe hnnliM1\l

Ml/111111~ .~,,.,., •11t M.111 HI ut 111~111
1/ull, 1'/,Y//
ltllt..,.l/iltMit'ftrlll n llll-

~~~It 'II t1(Atltllrtltm l'l•m• '"" lltiii/W> Ot~ IJ • J
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to the nines

Tri-Taylor Apt For Rent. 2421 W. Arthington.
3bd 1b. High Ceilings. Near UIC and Blue
Line. Vintage Charm. 1250+util. +$ for
Garage. New On Market! Call Matt @
859.816.1221

fosh ion@columbio
Mel Racho, a
grad student seeking her MFA in
interdisciplinary
arts and media,
cites the opposite
gender as her style
guide.
" I take my cues
from boys,' Racho
said, sporting black
pants, a bright red
sweater vest, and a
black blazer.
Racho said she
likes to shop at vintage stores, such as
Layer in Logan
Square, but doesn't
limit her style to
that.
" I like H&M for
basics," Racho
explained. "[And] I
like American
Appare l because
the ir shirts fit me
fine."
Racho's big belt
buckle t ies the outfit toget her. It
reads "Save the
Whales."

Chicago Job Fairs at chicagojobresource.com
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand new
cars with ads placed on them.
www.adcardrive.com
SUMMER WORK! $15.00 Base-Appt. All
majors welcome, no experience necessary,
cust. sales/service, all ages 17+, conditions
apply. Apply now, Start after finals! for locations, visit our website: www.workforstudents.com

Online
www.calumbiachranic!er.lassifieds.cam.

Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle
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Out of My Head

*

by Scotty Carlson

~
ONe OF YOUR ANSWeRs DURING
iJ.le INTERVIeW PORTION WAS .. .
OW. IT WAS THe QUeSTION •IF I

Don-

Aries (March 21 - April 20): I've been sent from the future to give you a warning: Just when you need to get somewhere fast, every slow-moving, slack-jawed
yokel from the suburbs will be walking in front of you, in rows, the wrong way
down the sidewalk.
Taurus (April2 1- May 21): Sometimes your hair just needs a quick run-through

~ with a comb.

Gemini (May 22 - June 2 1): One day you will marry your Teen Beat dream king
or queen from the '80s. The only problem is he or she is really into sex with
sheep and never cuts his or her toenails.
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): You know, it's funny-you never noticed the difference between sharp cheddar and extra sharp cheddar until you bit into a tiny
blade in the latter.

~

Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): You've had your calendar on the month of February for
so long that you actually are back in February right now. I don't know, some kind
of fo ld in the space-time continuum or whatever that crazy-haired man 111 Back
to the Future said.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Eek' There's a spider on your face!

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): One day you're going to have to ask yourself a very
imponant, very disgusting question: What's worse, poisoning your muscles with
Botox or a chemical peel?
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): There's good news and bad news. The good news
is, you're destined to write a book' The bad news is, it's going to be a cluldren 's
book. So there's your future of being a slightly odd freakazmd la1d out for you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): You witness a superhero saving a life this week,
and all you' ll get out o f it is a stay in a mental institution.

~

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): In what can only be a total mathematical impos-

~ sibility, you have actually run out of paper clips and rubber bands.

~Aquarius (Jan. 21 -

Feb. 19): Your B.O. is going to stan to smell like roses, and
it's

\;f1j!l you' d think that would be a good thing. But think about it fo r a momentreally, really gross.

f/.iiiA are
Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): Along the same lines as your old pal Aquarius, you
going to stan to be able to shit fresh, unopened bottles of beer.
~

An
After--

May 12
Join the Journalism Department for a
conversation with Richard Roeper,
Chicago Sun- Times columnist and star
of "Ebert & Roeper," In the department's
Dazzling new space on the second
floor oflhe 33 East Congress Building.
We'll find out how RoeP.er, a Chicago
area native, climbed liis way up from
feature writer to columnist to book
author to film critic . Come hear his
advice for Journalism majors Interested
In covering the arts and culture.

33 East Congress, 2nd floor
Digital Convergence Newsroom

4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Event Includes an Introduction by Department
Chair Nancy Day, Webcast Interview with
Richard Roeper, and reception In the
Journalism Department Orange Space.

Free and open to the public
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Manifest. Get Involved.

.

[C]Spaces
congratulates:
Ali Mueller,
Martyna Klimenk,
Chris Hefner and
Casey Murtaugh
with their
upcoming
graduations.
Thanks for all of
your hard work
and best of luck
with your future
endeavors!

Win a Free Manifest T-Shirt!
. Ta.k~

the Manifest Challenge!

This week Manifest hit t he CTA Blue and Red Lines. Have you spied these ads
yet? If you're t he first to find a Manifest poster on the train and prove it on
camera, you'll also be the first to wear an official Manifest T-shirt!
The first 25 students to email a picture of the ad to cspaces@colum.edu will
win!
Disclaimer: recipients of the prize should expect paparazzi-type attention and random
compliments from strangers.

ALL YOU NEED TO
KNOW
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COMING SOON ... MANIFEST STORE
There is stili a chance you can win a Manifest T-shirt, but if you don't win--don't despa ir. Come to th e HUT,
623 S Waba sh Ave, first floor on May 2 and May 9 to buy your very own Manifest T-shirt for only $5.
Other fun Manifest gear includes lunch pails and stadium blankets. Manifest gear will also be on sale
select dates in t he Conaway Center and also the day of Manifest, May 12 in the CORE located at the Loop
Auto Parks lot at the corner of Wabash and Harrison and t he Oasis Tent located in the CPS Parking lot also
at the corner of Wabash and Harrison.
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The bleak future of the Internet
un owners and librarians are not exactly
two groups that regularly unite or. hotly debated
issues, but the two factions of
both the far righ: and far fell
ends of the political spectnm:
are agreeing in the debate
about "net neutrality."
Net neutrality involves
keeping Internet content free
from the control of major
telecommunication providers,
such as Verizon and AT&T.
Consider what is available
now on the Internet, and
imagine how access to whatever website anybody wanted
to visit could be affected simply because a company providing their online service
preferred you visited an alternative. The strongest argument for net neutrality is the
very fact that the telecommunications industry is opposed
to it.
Many groups have voiced
their support of net neutrality,
with the exception of some
members of one critical decision-making body: the U.S.
Congress.
Last Wednesday, the House
Commerce Committee took
the first step toward passing
legislation that would give
control to the telecommunications industry. Congressmen
should oppose the full bill
when it finally goes to the
House floor.
The Internet has provided a
variety of innovative methods
for communication around the
globe, and the fundamental
concept of net ne::trality is I'J
retain that sense oi'innovat'•'•·
by keeping it free from telephone and cable companies
controlling how it is U' ed. So
why would anybody want to
change a system that has
served us so well?
The argument of telecom-

G

munication companies relies
on the quality of access they
can deliver. And indeed, technology such as video on
demand rel'•lires huge financial invest.,e· .ts. But judging
from the historical battle
between phone companies,
there is absolutely no reason
to believe that these businesses won 'I favor their own
financial interests over future
innovation. The results would
be devastating.
As it is, the Internet currently is an ideal example of the
free market economy that
America prides itself on. A
company could invest an
amount in the billions in starting a website, or a college student could create a blog at no
price whatsoever. Both could
end up becoming enormously
popular, but that decision
would be the result of a public
that can freely view them. The
playing field could not be
more level.
But without net neutrality,
the scenario is completely different. Suddenly, the Internet
becomes another version of
cable television: The material
available is dictated by the
opinion of a gatekeeper.
The Internet's power has
granted equal access to everybody, and the natural danger is
that power is also granted to
those who might abuse it. But
that reality should not be used
to create leg is lation that
would allow the nation's
largest telephone and cable
companies to dictate the level
of service fc•: the websites we
choose to v1sit. If vis its to a
particular search engine is
more financially advantageous for say, Comcast, there
is no reason to believe that the
provider would ensure that
their preferred system gets the
best service.
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BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

This is not to mention the
deplorable serving of special
interests involved by the legislation's "bipartisan" sponsors.
The Democrat is Illinois Rep.
Bobby Ru s h , whose
Englewood community center
received a $1 million grant
from the "charitable arm of
SBC/AT&T," according to the
Chicago Sun-Times. And if
there's any question about
how dedicated Texas
Republican Rep. Joe Barton,
chairman of the Committee
on Energy and Commerce, is
to the public's best interests,
consider what he told the New
York Times nearly one year
ago when the House of
Representatives approved a
$12 million bill that decreased
restrictions on energy companies for oil production. Upon
being asked about urging consumers to help reduce demand
by driving less, Barton
replied, "If you want to tell
them that, go ahead. I want to
be re-elected."
The best solution may have
been outlined by the
Washington Monthly's Kevin
Drum. In pointing out that
current legislation involves a
case by case "rear view window look" to rules involving
the Internet, Drum said,
"Conversely, if the federal
government subsidized the
whole thing at the cost of a
few billion dollars a year, just
as they did with the interstate
highway system half a century ago, we could build an
Internet backbone that would
be cheap, universal, public
and a hu g e boos t to the
American economy. The feds
don 't even have to own it,
they just have to pay for it."
If the government essentially privatizes the Internet as we
know it, there's no telling the
price we all will pay.

/

MADE IN CYINA.
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Don Wrighi/KRT

What did we really learn?
llinois is to corrupt politics as losing is to the
Chicago Cubs. They go
hand in hand to such an extent
that future corruption will not
only be expected, but actually
accepeed. The conviction of
former Illinois Gov. George
Ryan-not to mention the
poor handling of the trial
iUelf- ties in direaly with
the pa.~ ca- of corruption.
It's sad that Illinois has such a
poor track record when it
comes to hone~. but what's
e v en sa dder i t that
Rcpubl icar.s and Democrats
will use the conviction for
their own political gains.
Ryan and businessman
Larry Warner were convicted
of racketeering and mail fraud
as well as other o ffenses.
During the trial, witnesses
\uggested that the former
gt1Vtmor sent \ late leases and
lucrative corltr~ to Warner,
a\ we ll as other iMid er

I

expense-paid vacations and
gifts.
But with jurors Cynthia
McFadden and Evelyn Ezell
being dropped from the jury,
we are led to believe that, in
the end, nothing was thwarted
when it comes to corruption
in Illinois politics. Ryan will
most likely appeal after his
sentencing in August, and it's
not unreasonable to think that
he might win.
In the Blagojevich-Topinka
race for govtmor, Ryan's case
will most likely be used as an
anti-model for bringing in a
new era of honest politics,
which is doubtful to begin
with. It 's ironic that Oov.
Blagojevich said "that no one
is above the law." considering
his stint aa governor is also
being investigated by the fed·
cral government for his pay to
play politics. Because ol'
c h a n ge~ t o c amp a ign
fundralsing laws, 'l'o plnkn has

no chance of matching the
amount in Blagojevich 's war
chest-nearly $15.5 million,
earlier this spring, according
to a recent report issued by
the Illinois State Board of
Elections.
It's not really news that politics in general is synonymous
with corruption, but as Sen.
Barack Obama said after the
verdict, Ryan's case should be
used as an "abject lesson" to
illustrate that elected officials ' positions require a
tremendous amount of public
trust.
The talk immediately following any politicnl scnndal
is that "things ure going to
change.'' But one needs look
no further thnn the recent
clumsy humlling of the Ryun
trial and this ~ttllc's next race
for governor to sec that In
Illinois, it ~ce lti S it will
nlw&ys remain business ns
usual.
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Where Courtney Love and curdled milk meet
By Cyryl Jakubowski

Assistant Commentary Edito r

Not a .day goes by that I don't
hear s;,meon' make a reference to
their health and eating habits in this
country. This, of course, lends itself
to 3 discussion about how fat
America's ass ts getting and what
new gimmicky diets will be out
there. It's r.o surprise that. we have
an obesity epidemic--we !tad paracioxical lives. We love to eat a lot
but also are concerned about how
our new diets wi ll work out.
Diets come and go, but the reason we de n ' t lese any weight is
because we fail to give up what we
lo~e to eat. The number one cause
of preventable death in this country
is obesity according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
Some people say it's the smoking
that's killing us, but actually it's the
garbage we consume. Sure smoking is bad, but pigging out is worse.
This being America, however,
our tastes know no l imit~. Over 127
million adults in the United States
are overweight, according to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
People try the most outrageous
things with their diets, cutting calories or just chewing down more
fruits a nd vegetables, eliminating
carbohydrates. In addition, 25 per-

cent of Americans are dieting with
goals some experts consider unrealistic, according to a recent poll conducted by t~e Pew Research Center,
a nonpartisan research institution.
Instead of continuing to follow
s illy diet trends and following professional advice that doesn't seem
to work (it hasn't so tar), maybe it 's
time to look for advice from the
pinnacle of human healthCourtney Love. Love said 13 years
ago in an October issue of Harper's
magazine that the way she lost
weight was simple-she c ut the
cheese out of her diet. While Love
has been seen careening in drunken
stupors on TV more than Gary
Busey (her stint on Comedy
Central's "Roast of Pamela
Anderson" comes to mind), she did
allegedly lose 40 pounds through
cutting out cheese. " Don't melt it
on shit," Love said.
My God, maybe there really is
some nugget of brilliance coming
from such an idiot savant as Love.
People diet because they don't like
the way they look. Consider something as innocent and wholesome as
cheese. We love cheese. We put it
on everything. We 're beyond the
traditi<·.:al s lice of cheese on a
sandwiGh, folks. Now there's nacho
cheese dip, Hot Pockets filled with
cheese, cheese doodles and noo-

It's a small, small world
By Rer.e Edde
Staff Photographer
Phowgraphy has bccon·,e my
reason to explore the world. This
summer I wi t! make the exploration
of a lifetime ~.nd hopefully gain a
littie insight into the world along
tny way.
Waiting for Federal Express to
ccliver my tickets to southeast Asia
was the beginning of this w hole
journey becoming real fo r me.
After s ign ing for the envelope, I
ripped it open. I was a little more
than disappointed to find that they
were just receipts of my electronic
tickets, not actual boarding passes.
So, I grabbed the phone book and
called Continental A irlines to
ensure I had my seat.
Listening to the ~petitive elevator music while on hold, I thought
to myself, "This is good. I can
reserve a window seat and see Mt.
Everest from the sky".
After I waited for what seemed
like an eternity, an agent fin ally
carne on the line. As I requested a
window seat, I explained to him
that I had read about flying over
Mt. Everest, and how it was supposed to be the most amazing view.
"Katmandu is one of the few
places I have never been," the agent
replied. "But I have flown over Mt.
Everest before and I can tel: :o~. it
really makes you think abDut where
yc u tit into this world."
His c:aim about Eve; ·!st repeated
itself in my head. It's a sign. I
thought. Of all my plans for this
trip, I knew I would accomplish at
least one goat: a little understanding of this big world.
Looking back, there was a time I
thought I knew it all. I was 18, a
high school graduate and on my
way to college. After two years of a

pre-vete rinary program, however, I
wasn't so sure.
After dropping out I moved to
Athens, Ga., where I got my first
bartending job, thinking, This is the
li fe. I was making cash every night
and spending it faster. Now, I see
just how fast that lifestyle was. I
worked until 3 a.m. and then partied until the sun came up--j ust to
sleep the day away a nd do it all
again.
It was then that I began to photograph my life. It began as a way for
me to hold on to a life that I knew
couldn't last. Through those pictures, I began to see my life !Tom
the outside and a new perspective.
I spent two years in Atlanta
attending classes for an associate's
degree in photography. Following a
schoo l trip to Italy, I real ized that I
wanted to see the world. Through
my camera, I began to see the light
within the world and not the shadows that I had been living in.
I may not know what the world
has in store for me after I graduate
next year, but I know that this summer I will learn a little more about
it. As I travel through southeast
Asia, I w ill team about culture and
li fe that I have only before seen in
magazines and films. I know that I
will gain an understanding of a
world t::at is smaller than I once
thought-and of myself, stronger
than I could have ever imagined.
In photojournalism I have found
new hope, a way to explore the
world and display its life for others
to see. I look forward to having a
collection of images of places and
people that few people I know have
ever seen. So, off to Shangri-la I go,
to see Mt. Everest, look where I fit
into this mixed-up world and find
the littte pieces of my hidden self
along the way.

The Columbia Chrunide is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in whole 0< in
part, ti'C views of COllege admirnstrators.
facuity 0< students.
All tex~ photos and graphics are the
propertv of The C~lumbla Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.
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dies, cream cheese and goat cheese.
There's cheese everywhere, with
about 8.8 billion pounds of it produced in 2004, according to the U.S
Department of Agriculture.
We don't drink as much milk as
we used to, but we're mak ing up for
it with cheese. Our over-worked
lifesty les lead the way to simple

AP
time-saving strategies- and cheese
is the a nswer. Consumpt ion o f
cheese has nearly tripled between
1970 and 2003 from II pounds per
person to 31 pounds according to
the USDA. But s ince we live in a

country where Fox News has the
power to declare a war against
Christmas, lets follow this silliness
as far as the rabbit-hole can go and
declare a war on cheese. Why not?
Unlike their m ade up problems, this
one has some basis. Cheese consumption could and should be lowered a bit. Cheese isn't a main
course meal , but we top everything
with it. You know how we decided
that broccoli doesn' t taste that bad?
We put cheese on it from a squeezable bottle. For Christ's sake, Kraft,
which is a part of the Philip Morris
Company, is peddling Velveeta to
kids as if it is the greatest thing in
the world. It's not- it 's just cheese
and even th at's arguable.
Perhaps there shouldn 't be such a
double standard when it comes to
what we eat. Ideally we are all for
living healthier lives, but instead of
reducing consumption, even of
something as stupid as cheese, we
chase new trends, pop diet pi lis and
hope for m iraculous results. It's
s illy when, say, Panera Bread
serves an extra piece of bread with
a sandwich. Just because there's all
this food being produced doesn 't
mean we shou ld Holly-go-bonkers
on the supply and eat it all. We
shou ld send a few million wheels of
cheese to countries that actually
need it.

Requirements need change
involve projects that are supposed
to be based on what subject the
student is majoring in. Students
A 2005 Institutional Researc h often procrastinate- no huge reveCenter study of employers of lation there. But if they procrastiColumbia graduates came up w ith nate and just piece some thing
some surprising and not-so-sur- together from their field of study,
they may not e nd up learning
prising results.
Across the board, the employers much.
General education is supposed
said the school needs to place more
emphasis on general educat ion and to make us well-rounded students.
also studies within their fields.
Research papers and tests force
So how impo11ant is general students to understand the material
education to the college? If the col- and present that know ledge in loglege is serious about general edu- ical manner. Projects allow stucation, then it is not doing a good dents to g loss over things they do
job of showing it.
not understand or did not bother
The number of credits required reading, and hide under the cover
is about the same as at the of their "art."
Un iversity of Illinois at UrbanaIt 's probably that lack of general
Champaign, but the requirements education that leads students to
are substantially different in two sta rt Facebook.com groups with
areas: language and quantitative ti tles like "No, I Got Into
reasoning, or math .
Co lumbi a Co ll ege - Not
These might be the two hardest University" (I ,385 members), or
types of classes for students to pick " I Go To Columbia And Can Still
up. A foreign ·language is not just a F orm A Coherent Sentence"
hop, skip and a jump from good ( I ,080 members).
old English. And math seems to be
With self-depreciating groups
jus t a s foreign t o most of like those, Columbia seems to be a
little better than a community colColumbia's student body.
U of I requires students to com- lege- but much more expens ive.
plete three semesters of foreign
If Col umbia wants to become
language (or three years in high the best media and a rts school by
school) and at least pass Calculus 20 I0, those glaring deficiencies
II. Columbia does not require stu- need to be fixed. But it also wants
dents to take any foreign lan- to be the best "student-centered "
guages or pass any sort of calculus media arts school in the world.
The fi rst goal is fin e. It 's fine to
class.
Do we need to know math as art reach for the stars; it shows some
students? Unless we all become so desire to be something better. The
rich that we can just pay a n second goal is a mystery What is
accountant to guide us, yes. It 's " s tudent-ce ntered"? Community
personal finance a nd you' ll need it colleges a re student-centered,
appealing to every member of the
to pay off those student loans.
The other part of the problem community. Co lumbia says it
might 'be the quality of the c lasses wants to create c hange. Let's start
that ful fi ll gene ral educat ion w ith changing the general educarequiremen ts. C lasses often tion requirements.

By Brian Sarna

Staff Writer

Editorials are the opintons of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

Views expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

Letters to the editor must 1ndude full name. year. maJOr
and phone number All letters are edited for grammar and
may be cut due to a hrruted space
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344.-8430,
e-mailed t o Chronicle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Par*way
SuiU! 224, Chicago, IL. 60605-1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

24
N umber of bottles a
Russian paratrooper
broke over his head
before falling to the
floor in a drunke n stupo r. Annoyed by a dare
to break a brick over
his head, the man bet
that he could accompli sh the feat with bott les in exchange for a
box of vodka.

500
Number o f weeks
"Judge Judy" has been
the No. I half-hour
court show in syndication during the week
ending Apr il 16.

$300 million
A mo un t bein g s pent by
a coalition of enterta inment g roups as part of
an educationa l campa ig n next month urging parents to cont ro l
w hat the ir ch ildren
watch on te levisio n.
Former Motion Picture
Associat io n of A merica
pres ident. Jack Valenti
announced the effort on
April 24 d uring his
keynote speech to the
Nationa l Association o r
Broadcasters .

Choice Cuts

''

" I k now Dick Cheney's
Secret Service guys
smoke pot. T he reason
I know that is I sold
them bongs."
Actor Tommy C hong
commenting to more
than 500 attendees of the
National Organizat ion
for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws on !\ pri I
2 1. Chong spoke about
his nine months in jail
afier pleading g uilty to
one count of con spiracy
to distribute drug paraphernalia a fter a federal
law enforcement raid or
his home in 2003 .
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"Some additional" thoughts on CCAP
In response to both the cover story "A
Chronicle Investigation: Centers of
Attention·· and the editorial " Lost in Space"
in your April 24 issue of The Chronicle, I
would like to share some additional perspectives o n the value that the Center for
Community Arts Partnerships brings to
Columbia.
It's important for the questions that emerge
ti·orn an examination of the college's centers,
and their respective value. to be s hared with
th~ communtty at large. I'm gratefu l for the
ttme spent by journalists to delve into this
adJunct world at Columbia. As your articles
mdtcated, my colleagues and I acknowledge
that more need< to be done in our overall
effon to increa•e ;;wareness o f Columbia's
centers and institutes . However. when students do become aware o f the work that
CCAP does on behalf of the college. the
value of the program·,ing becomes quite
clear.
By design. CCAP is an mtegral pan of
Columbta's mission to "conduct education in
close relationshtp to a vital urban reality and
to serve an unponant civic purpose by active
engagement in the life and culture of the city
of Chicago." Rather than simply designing
outreach projects, CCAP develops and
implements arts education progranuning that
cultivates ongoing, reciprocal partnerships
among Colwnbia. Chicago Public Schools
and community-based organizations. These
unique pannerships not only extend the
resources of the college into the community,
but also bring the knowledge of the community into the learning environment. Thanks to
service-learning courses developed through
CCAP's partnership with the Center for
Teaching Excellence, students and faculty
are provided with real world, experiential
learning. CCAP also developed-in collaboration wi:h the Arts, Entertainment & Media
Management Department- the mtemationally recognized Arts & Youth in Community
Development graduate program. This masters in arts management degree addresses the
professional development of future leaders in
t.'le field of community-based youth arts.
A.• we move to the future. CCAP continues
to more effectively infonn students of t.'Je
m1portant work it does. However, I also

Commentary

lEI lEkS TO lHE EbnoR:

things that happen at Colwnbia.

- Dominic Co/lone
Director ofSwdent Leadership

Dance Center was ignored

agree with Steve Kapelke that there is some
responsibility on the pan of students to discover the multitude of resources that are in
their own backyard here at Columbia.
Perhaps a greater service to students would
be to feature in-depth articles on all of the
centers in The Chronicle. This would help
studentS understand the value each center
brings to the educational experience. Your
article, in fact, neglected to include the
Institute for the Study of Women and Gender
in the Arts and Media when lis ting the centers, an oversight that I feel should be mentioned.
As for the space issue, students should
know that CCAP will be moving to 1112 S.
Wabash Ave. this summer as pan of
Columbia's master plan and response to the
need for additional space-a fact that was
shared with this paper but not mentioned in
the article. Furthennore, the editorial indicated that the college contributes "up to
$700,000" to CCAP, when in fact the operating cash contribution has never gone above
$475,000. While this is not an insignificant
swn, I welcome s tudents and faculty to come
visit us at CCAP and discover exactly what
the return on the college's investment translates into for the community at large-especially for the students.

- David A. Flatley
Executive Director
Center for Community Arts Partnerships

Editors Note: Mr. Flatley s numbers in
this feller fail to inlcude costs factored into
the original estimate provided to The
Chronicle, including the expenses ofbenefits and utilities spent for CCAP

The Chronicle deserves a pat on the back
I just wanted to congratulate The
Chronicle for a year of superior coverage. In
most institutions, there exists a rivalry
between student governments and school
newspapers. At Columbia, The Chronicle
and the SGA work hand in hand to cover
important infonnation and both strive to educate the student population and to help
address current campus issues. This needs to
be celebrated. Also, the student organizations and Student Organization Council have
flourished because of your continuous coverage of their events and missions. The coverage of the Hurricane Katrina relief trip to
Mississippi, coupled with the John Waters
interview, give me absolute faith in the professionalism of our student newspaper and
dedication to the Columbia community and
the world at large. I don't think many administrators at other institutions feel this good
about their student news representation. You
should all pat yourselves on the back for a
job well done and another year of successful
journalism. Thank you for helping us communicate to students all of the wonderful

ART OF THE UBRARY
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO LIBRARY
624 S. MICHIGAN AVE. I 3RD FLOOR
R£CEPTION: THURSDAY MAY 4 • 5:00pm • 7:00pm
REFRESHMENTS SERVEO
In ...OCfatlon with Manlfnt. the rut Art of tht Library exhibit of the
scac1emlc year will feature the work of ttudenta from the class
tJf 2006 rhe Exhibit Wllf run tnrOu&h the end of Mey.

• •

~~~~~~~~-

I was surprised and saddened that the article, "Centers of Attention" in the April 24
edition of The Chronicle, failed to even mention Columbia's Dance Center.
The Dance Center is one of the nation's
leading presenters of contemporary dance,
and a true jewel in Columbia's crown. Each
year the Dance Center brings a rich roster of
local, national and international dance artists
to Columbia and the larger Chicago community. The center's presenting efforts have
been ongoing since 1976 and have been a
consistent source of positive publicity and
prestige for the college.
More importantly, The Dance Center's
presenting programs are fully integrated into
student experience within the dance major.
On a regular basis, students attend concerts
and enjoy master classes and workshops with
visiting artists. Indeed, the degree of integration is largely unique among college dance
programs and has been highlighted by both
alwnni and external reviewers as one of the
Dance Department's defining strengths. It is
also important to note that, although the center receives critical financial support from the
college for physical infrastructure and personnel, otherwise presenting programs,
artists fees, travel, lodging, promotional
expel!SCS, etc. are paid for through external
funds-earned revenue, gifts and grants, to
the tune of roughly $500,000 per year.
A full and accurate account of Colwnbia 's
"centers" is simply not possible without
including the Dance Center. It is a vital component of Columbia and an important featUre
on Chicago's cultural landscape.
I sincerely regret that your readers were
not given this important part of the story.

- Richard Woodbury
Dance Department Chair
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SouthW"est cerarrrics decorate art tnuselUll
Art Institute of
Chicago displays
U.S., Mexican pieces
Annie Kelly
Staff Writer

Written tcxl. ancient skeletal
remains and even sketches o n
rock walls l"tvc often been used
to uncover the early history of
civilization. Now. after more than
a century of excavation. cemmics
found iu the Southwest region are
also contributing to an understa nding of the past.
These historical pieces arc now
on display in au exhibit called
··casas Gmndes and the Ccmmic
Art of the Ancient Southwest"" at

The Art Institute of Chicago. Il l
S. Michigan Ave .
The exhibit. which features 148
eemmic bowls. jugs. vessels and
othe r pieces. represents a variety
of cultures and communities tl"tt
once thrived in northwestern
Mexico. Ari zona and New
Mexico. Many of the ceramics
are on display for the first time
ever.

"Casas Gmndes is used in literature to talk about cultuml tmdition that arose at about 1250-1350
(A .D.(."" said Elizabeth Pope. a
research assistant with the
Department of African and
A merindian Art at the Art
Institute "The center of the culture area is Paquime.'"
Archaeologists have discov-

Mauricio Rublo/The Chronicle

Erica and Robert Beasecker, of San Francisco, view several
ceramic bowls and vases encased in glass.

Mass at Old St. Mary

1500 S. Michigan Ave.

8:30 & llam

Mass at UCC Dorm

9pm

c rcd that the adobe town of
Paquime was constructed o n the
Casas Gmndcs River a century
after the abandonment of neighboring a reas due to drought . The
town is believed to have been
built in less than a century.
Pope. who works for Richard
Townsend. the curator of the
exhibit. said that approximately
80 of the ceramic pieces on display were found in the ruins of
Paquime. The other detailed
works of art are from the surrounding ancient communities in
the llo hokam. Anasazi a nd
Mimbres areas .
" We ' re
s howing
(Casas
Grandes ( within the broader
Southwestern exhibition. As you
move through the exhibit you can
see the different cultural traditions," Pope said.
The variety of shapes a nd
designs of the ceramics sepamte
each culture of artists. Some
pieces a re black and white while
others arc vibmnt with natuml
pigments of red and deep orange.
The designs adorning the artwork
vary greatly and include symmetrical patterns, " dancing ritual figures" and narrdtive scenes.
The mo tifs of serpents and
macaws found on Casas Grdndes
works "point to long-standing
cosmological religious themes'" in
the historical Southwestern community of Paquime, according to
an Art Institute press release.
Visiting from Seattle. Ron
Meltzer was impressed as he
walked through the exhibit on
April 22. the opening day.

Daniel Sloan, a visitor from Denver, admires several figurines
from the 'Casas Grandes and the Ceramic Art of the Ancient
Southwest' on April23. The Art Institute of Chicago, 111 S.
Michigan Ave., is displaying various ceramics from northwestern Mexico, Arizona and New Mexico through Aug. 13.
" I've been to Mesa Vera a few from the Chicago area. who wish
times. a nd I've seen similar to remain anonymo us. After the
exhibits," Meltzer said. "This is exhibit. the various pieces will be
the best exhibit I've seen. It's the returned to the collectors as the
most complete collection. Most Art Institute will be the only
of the pieces are in great condi- venue displaying the cemmics.
tion.'"
"Casas Grandes and the
Betty Jackson, a biweekly vol- Ceramic Art of the Ancient
unteer at the Art Institute for the Southwest'" 13 on display through
past three years, was in awe of the Aug. 13 at The An Institute of
display.
Chicago, 1II S Michigan Ave.
··They ' re
just
gorgeous," The museum is open Monday
Jackson said. mentioning how through Wednesday and Friday
badly she would love to own a .from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m .
specific pot in the exhibit.
Thursday .from 10:30 a.m. to 8:00
The cerdmics are owned by a p.m. and Saturday and Sunda1·
small group of private collectors from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m.
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MANIFEST... WHERE IT'S AT
CAMPUS MAP

TOO MUCH TO
SEE? BEGIN WITH
THE FOLLOWING
HIGHLIGHTS:

Welcome to Manifest ano t~e v•brant campus of Columbia College Chicago. To
help you diSCOIICr what the South Loop buzz is all about, rerer to tlw following
map for locations of all the Manifest events.

A iree trolley service with e1y,.ht convenie'nt stops around camp~.;s Will be runn1 ng
continuously f rom 11AM to 9 PM to assist in your exploratior;.

TROLLEY STOPS
0

a
e
0

50 E. HAflRISON

0

6 0 0 S. MICHIGAN
11TH ANO MICHIGAN
725 S. STATE

TICTOC KICK-OFF
33 E. CONGRESS PKWY. / SUITE 5 30 I 9:30AM- 11:00AM

BALBO ~'ID WABASH
6?.3 S. WABASH

0
0

Breakfast, Performances, Installation and Special Prizes!

STATE AND HARRISON

FESTIVAL KICK-OFF
524 S. WABASH AVE.

33 E. CONGRESS

I 11:30AM

Mucca Pazza, the Punk rock marching band, Sur Taal, a
fusion of classical Indian and modern dance performance,
and introductory remarks by Maggie Ness. Mark Kelly and
President Warrick L. Carter. Ph.D.
THE CORE
524 S. WABASH AVE. I 11:30AM-4:00PM

Enterta inment, music, henna tattoos, fortune tellers.
giveaways and more!

'

ARTWALK AND SALE
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The saxophonist, composer, producer and educator performs live.
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BUDDY GUY PERFORMING WITH CCC R&B ENSEMBLE
MAIN STAGE I GRANT PARK
11TH ST. AN D MICHIGAN AVE. I 6:00PM-6:45PM

Chicago's very own blues legend performs live.
SPECTACLE FORTUNA + BLESSING
HARRISON ST. AND WABASH AVE. I 7:00PM-8:00PM

A collaboration of music, large scale puppets. street spectacle
and community ritual proceeds into Grant Park to kick off the
evening's festivities. Culminates in a raucous celebration for
graduating seniors including cascarones (confetti-filled eggs!).
THE PHARCYDE AND THE DETROIT COBRAS
MAIN STAGE I GRANT PARK
11TH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE. I 8 :00PM- 10:0 0PM

I
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VAR~C?Y~ LOCATIONS I 11:00AM-:-7:00PM
Jum5 on a trolley and explore the vast and varied galleries
of Columbia College Chicago! Exhibition receptions from
5:00PM- 7:00PM.
GREG OSBY & COLUMBIA COLLEGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MAIN STAGE I GRANT PARK
11TH ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE. I 4:00PM-5:30PM

~

I
I
I
I

. 1.

Two high-octan e. da nce-inducing headliners rock this year's
Ma in Stage.

Rd.

FOR MORE INFO VISIT HTTP://MANIFEST.COLUM.EDU
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that role so students can bring the sion is similar to other abstinencemore about the art rather than race
conversation home and pass down only organizations. According to
or clac;\~ .,
their values, but to rely on parents its website's mission statement,
However, the Chicago Police
alone, to provide information about Project Reality aims to "help teens
Department doesn't see graffiti that
a field of knowledge that changes make wise and healthy choices for
way. Officer Kristina Schuler said
their futures" and "has developed
constantly. It's challenging."
the department has zero tolerance
While Chicago is working to educational programs designed to
and arrests all people spraying.
provide students with more knowl- teach the positive benefits of absti"We take graffiti seriously,"
Continued from Back Page
edge of birth control and safe sex nence and to equip teens with the
Schuler said. " It's considered crimivaluable evidence to catch vtolators nal damage to property, and it's not
Continued from Back Page practices, on a federal level sex tools to say no to sexual activity
education has been replaced with and yes to their future goals and
in the act," Smith said. "We won't acceptable."
" People are coming to realize that abstinence-only education, and dreams."
disclose tlte location, [but] cameras
While the police departtncnt docs
According to CPS spokesman
funding for these programs will
what they are giving [youth]would be installed in areas witlt keep records of criminal damage
which is usually an abstinence- increase greatly over the next year, Malon Edwards, the previous sex
high graffiti."
arrests, the database does not
education program was outdated.
only approach- is not enough,"
Currently the Graffiti Blasters, specifically give numbers for graffi"Our previous guidelines were
Kemper said. " It's time to really
witlt a staff of 77 people, usc 14 ti-related arrests, Schuler said.
"Fifty percent of freshadopted on January 24, 1996, and
address these issues and give kids
paint VaJL~ ancl 19 blaster trucks that Those arrested on the charge must
who
come
to
high
men
that was ten years ago," Edwards
the information and the skills that
usc a mix of water and baking soda appear before a judge for a hearing
.s·ch ool have already been
they need."
said. "Obviously in ten years, when
to remove the graffiti. Smith said.
and face fines and possible jail time.
sexually active."
it comes to just AIDS education
The
Illinois Caucus
for
Crews worked at over 4~ ,000
Since Chicago police cannot
alone, we know a lot more. We had
Adolescent Health , based in
sites during the first three months of catch everybody in the act, the
- Malon Ed wards, C PS
to update our guidelines to make
tlte year and the budget increa«ed Department of Streets and Chicago, has been working to get
sure our students--when it comes
this change into the city's public
spokesm an
from S4 million in
Srutitation hopes
to sex education--they're being
1993 to $6.5 mil- "The video shows that it's to tie the cam- schools for more than a year and
not a gang or violence eras into the gathered a group of teachers. par- according to President George W. taught current trends and current
hon for each of the
thing like m ost people
information."
enL' and students to the CPS board Bus h's 2007 fiscal budget.
la.;t two years,
city's
overall
Abs tinence-only programs have
The policy passed at the April 26
th ink. It 's more about the camera network meeting on April 26 to speak for
Smith said.
been taught in schools throughout board meeting mandates that teachthe change.
The
prompt
art rather than race or for
real-time
Jonathan Stacks is the Campaign the country for years, but more ers of health and sexuality courses
removal rate by the
monitorin g,
class."
Manager for the Illinois Campaign recently the Bush administration in the city school system go
C!ty has provoked
Smith said.
some "taggers" to
for Responsible Sex Education. He ha~ decided to provide government through a CPS training program,
--Jose Estrad a, co-creator
Community
increase
the
of The Forgotten City
members
are ha~ brought parents, college stu- money only to organizations that making sure that all sex educators
a:nount of work
also doing their dents, high school students and don 't teach safe sex or birth con- in the system are properly trained
other corr.munity members togeth- trol, replacing this curriculum with for the job.
tltey do in an effort to keep the art part in the Wicker Park and
er to gather support for the newly a "no sex until marriage" stance.
ur longer for others to see.
"Fifty percent of freshman who
Bucktown area by forming the First
approved program, which will pro- Funding for these programs will come to high school have already
Estrada has another solution. The Ward Graffiti Taskforce, a collec·
vide "age appropriate" sex educa- increase 15 percent, or $204 mil- been sexually active," Edwards
26-year-cld ha~ created a website lion of bus mess owners, chamber o f
tion to students in grades s ix lion, next year.
and recently released part two of commerce members and residents
said. " We're obligated to provide
There are many abstinence-only information to these s tudents and
The Forgo/len City, a documentary that stake out and report graffiti in through 12.
"It's vitally important that organizations nationwide, and sev- make sure they know what's going
that follows and records tagging.
the area.
schools provide accurate informa- eral in the Chicagoland area. One on when it comes to their health
The 60-minute video follows a
The group holds bi-armual meethl>ndful of writers who tag anything ings where protective measures are
tion that young people need to pro- local organization is Project and their sexuality and sexually
from brick walls to de!ivery vans to disc=~ that may discourage graftect themselves," Stacks said. Reality, who were unavailable for transmitted diseases, including
"ParenL~ rely on the schools to play
comment. Project Reality's mis- HIV."
Chicago Transit Autltority trains. fiti. ~:.annon Rooney, spokesAll use spray pamt pur~ has~" in the woman for Alderman MarmyFiores L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - suburbs because an ordinance bans (lst Ward), said if business owners stronger case in front o f the judge."
Chicago was the first city in the remove all graffiti on private propthe sales mside city limits, Estrada cat~h taggers they make sure to
While mstances have gone down country to implement a free graffiti erty after five days if no attempt has
said.
attend the hearings before the judge. in the neighborhood, Rooney said removal service to private property been made by the owner.
"The 'odeo s hows that it's not a
" It shows that our community tltat Wicker Park has historically owners in announcing the Graffiti
"We have steadily reduced the
gang or violence thing like most does care, and it's being proactive," always had a lot o f graffiti, and it 's Blasters program in 1993. Graffiti amount of graffiti in Chicago."
people think," Estrada said "It's Rooney said. "Plus it makes for a something it will always battle.
Blasters has the legal right to Smith said.

Graffiti:

Sex:

Documentary
tracks ' taggers'

Abstinence-only
programs receive
federal funding

COMPLIMENTARY ENTRY AND
2 DRINK TICKETS UNTIL MIDNIGH
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Trinnning the fat
Contest hands out 50
bikes to get citizens
bark in shape

during the city's fitness program ,
Bike Chicago. May said the city
also hopes BikeTown USA will
bring more attention to cycling,
especially on Bike to Work day,
K.m Habum
which is June 16.
Staff Writer
In addition to the Chtcago stop,
BikeTown USA will be going to
Soon, 50 more Chicagoans wi ll
II other cities around the country,
be getting around on two wheels. inc luding Gila River, Ariz. , an
communi ty.
As part of its Bike Town USA American-Indi an
program, Bicycling magazi ne Brienza sa id Bicycling chose
will be giving away 50 bikes to Gila River because it has the
Chicago-area residents on May highest per capita rate of diabetes
24. Chicago, which was voted in the r. ~tion , and perhaps givi ng
America's Fatte>t C ity by tilen's some bikes away in the commuFitness magazine in its 2006 Top nity could help d ecrease the
25 list, was one reason wh y prevalence of the disease.
In past years, essayists have
BikeTown
USA
return ed
Chicago, said Chris Brienza, · a run the gamut from single mothspokesman for Ro dal e Sports ers unable to afford bikes for their
Group, which owns Bicycling children to a kidney transplant
magazine. BikeTown USA had recipient looking for an easy way
previously v isi ted Chicago in to stay active, Brienza said.
2004 to promote
After
the
bicycling and fi t"It's a cycling-minded winners have
been chosen ,
ness.
city. It starts from the
Bi cyc lin g's
Bicyc ling's edimayor on down, and
editors
will
tors choose the
that's great. "
pick some of
winners for its
the more intercontest from the
- Chris Brienza, Rodale
submissions on its
Sports Group spokesman
esting stori es
to expand into
websitP. . Entrants
are required to write essays o f 50 features. Some of the past winwords or fewer detailing how ners Brienza mentioned were the
owning a bike would change their so-called " Biker Babes of
Irvine;· five women who lost a
lives.
"Our focus in C hicago is going combined weight of 300 pounds
to be on people who are looking by biking daily.
Winners o f the BikeTown USA
to lose weight," Brienza said.
Mary L. May o f the Mayor's contest will each receive a new
Office of Special Events, and Giant Cypress EX bike and all the
spokeswoman for Bike C hicago, accessories needed to start their
said the city is supporting the new workout regimes. All the
BikeTown USA program. It is bikes wi ll be provided by Giant,
being promoted by scheduling it but
Kozy's
Cyc lery,

A cyclist enjoys an afternoon ride on Wabash Avenue, near Jackson Boulevard, on April 26.
Bicycling magazine is holding an online contest in an effort to get more residents in shape this
summer by giving away 50 bikes. Hundreds of people are expected to submit entries through
the BikeTown USA Chicago program.
Chicagoland chain of cycling and
fitness stores, will assemble the
bikes and accessories and present
them to the winners .
Kozy's Cyclery owner Paul
Kozy said the Cypress EX is a
hybrid bike-a cross between a
road and a mountain bike. The
bike has a built-in seven-speed
shifte r and fenders, and it is
designed as more of a commuter
bike, he said. It also has taller
wheels, skinnier tires and is faster
and more agile than a traditional
mountain bike . Kozy's Cyc lery
will also offer winners th e servtce

and maintenance that any other
Kozy's bike would receive.
" We' re goi ng to honor the
bikes as if they'd been bought
from us," Kozy said.
Brienza sa id in previous years
some cities have had as many as
500 entries in the contest, and this
year New York already has 400
entered for its giveaway the first
weekend in May. Th is year, he
said, the giveaways have been
s taggered more than in previous
years to prevent ha ving mo re
than one on any given day.
Most of the markets BikeTown

USA visits are large cities, but
Brienza said BikeTown also
enjoys visiting smaller areas and
that the cities selected vary on a
year-to-year basis.
Chicago was chosen again this
year not only because it was
named the fattest city but also
because o f its commitment to
biking , Brienza said.
" It's a cycling-minded city," he
said. " It starts from the mayor on
down, and that's great."
Entries for Bike Town USA can
be submiued through May 8 at
www.bicycling coml biketown.

UNDERGRADS ...
LIVE WITH A FRIEND, OR TWO, OR THREE ...
FOR JUST $599 PER MONTH PER ROOMMATE*
REGENTS PARK, the most popular choice for off-campus
UNDERGRAD housing, is offering special pricing on o ur 2, 3 and
4 bedroom apartments to undergrads for t h e '06 academic year.
For just $599 p e r month p e r roommate•, you' ll each g et:
•
•
•
•
•

A spacious, modern apartment home
10 minutes to campus, w/ bus at your doorstep
Controlle d key fob e ntry
Wireless internet access in all co mmon areas
O n-site grocery & The Te rrace Grill w/99 cent
del ivery to your d oor
• 24-hr mainte na nce, Doorman & Oualtty Assurance staff
• Don't have a Roommate?
Sign up for our Roommate Registry!

Call 773-288-5050
www.RegentsParkChicago.com
*New applicants only. $599 each !
Apply in the spring and you'll each receive a 50% discount on a membership to The Regents Club, our 24-hour health & fitness center.
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1-Go:
Company looking
to expand to West,
South Sides
Continued from Back Page
"Just fill out a fonn, have a driver's license and a decent driving
record," said Sharon Fiegon, CEO
o f 1-Go. "That's all that's really
required."
1-Go is in the midst of adding ten
more Hondas. Fiegon said the car
sharing program plans to fund itself
independently once the fleet
eclipses I 00 cars. 1-Go has
received about $500.000 in federal
aid through Chicago's Department
of the Environment since its inception in March 2002.
Cars are located on the North
Side neighborhoods of Lincoln
Square
and
Park.
Lincoln
Andersonvi lle;
in the near
Northwest Side neighborhoods of
Wicker Park and Logan Square;
downtown throughout the Loop;
and in Hyde Park.
Richard Kosmacher, 1-Go sales
and marlceting manager. said that
all the progran1 needs to succeed is
a parking spot. At the same time,
that can be just the problem that
hinders the expansion of car sharing.
Kosmacher said that I-G0 has
been looking for a parlcing space in
Pilsen for a year but has not been
able to find anyone willing to rent a
spo! to the progran1.
1-Go gets some spaces for free,
but mostly it pays market rate for
the spots. The most expensive
parking space the company has
costs S 195 a month, but
Kosmacher said most spo!S rent

around S I 00 a month.
"One of the ways the program
has taken shape is that certain
neighborhoods are easier to find
locations [to park in] than other
neighborhoods," Kosmacher said.
The cars are not available in any
West Side and South Side neighborhoods, with the exception of
Hyde Park, but 1-Go is looking into
expansion into those areas, according to Kosmacher.
"To do it we have to find the
right locations and a coalition of
community groups that will work
with us," Kosmacher said. " We
actually are federally mandated to
bring the cars to the South and West
sides."
The cars are not marketed to the
affluent, but mainly to those of a
median income, Kosmacher said.
Cummins is one of those median
income drivers who cannot afford a
car in the city.
" Part of [joining) is because
every once in a while you need a
car," Cummins said. "You go to
lkea, and that's a lot of stuff to
carry. [Other times) I just like to
drive. I miss the sensation. It's nice
to have a car in stock."
The only problem he has had is
that once the technology did not let
him drive. 1-Go has a computer on
board that lets members log in and
records how long and how far they
have driven. That technology has
been upgraded in the last month.
The
biggest
complaint
Kosmacher has heard is that sometimes people want a car at the same
time.
"Everyone wants a car at I
[o 'clock) in the afternoon on
Saturday," Kosmacher said.
Parlcing and complaints aside,
the program's numbers are growing, according to Melissa Hefner,
the sales and marlceting associate
who organized 1-Go 's involvement

Mike Sendra{The Ctronide

The Holy of Y'israel (right) inspects the undercarriage of an 1-Go car at the Center for
Neighborhood Technology, 2125 W. North Ave., on April 20. The vehicle (left) was on display as
part of Chicago's 2006 Earth Day celebration.
with Earth Week.
She said that 1-Go does not
advertise on television because the
organization is a nonprofit and cannot afford it. The company relies on
days like Earth Day and community events that allow them to talk to
people.
"The idea is still so new that they
could not get all the infonnation
across in a 30-second spot," Hefner
said. "A one on one is much more
convincing."
Other people, like Mark Yoon, a
23-year-old living in Lincoln
Square, said he picked up a flyer
and researched it on the Internet.
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He found it appealed to both his
environmental outlook and his

fmances.
" If I didn' t want to pay off my
college loans as soon as I do, I
could afford a car," Yoon said
He said he does not see the point
of a car when he lives in a city with
a public transportation system like
Chicago.
For now, he said he uses the !-Go
cars to run errands, visit friends and
go on dates. Yoon also said that if
he owned a car he'd likely drive it
more often and contribute to more
pollution.
·
"[We're) really getting excited

because (hybrids) are a good stepping stone to getting people thinking about consun1ption," Hefner
said. "Car sharing goes that extra
step to think about car usage."
She said the progran1 gets people
to plan their driving excwsions and
stops people frOm ,;..st taking their
car around the comer to pic~ up a
gallon of milk.
.
Hefuer said that the car-sharing
progran1 has worked so well with
its members that 40 percent have
sold their cars or have postponed
buying a new one.
" We are literally taking cars off
the road," Hefner said.
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Police tip off citizens
Forum held in wake
of racial profiling case
against Chicago Police
&y Bnan Sam;;
Staff Writer
Greg Ba_iorck pulled Jose
Capetillo over f">• running a red
loght whole talk!ng en I" ~ cell
phone . When Llajorek apprehen~ive l y approached the driver's
side window and asked for
Capetillo's license and registration, Capetillo nailed his hands
and gave Bajorek a ttitude . In
respon se, Bajorek move d hi s
hand to his gun holster, prepared
to draw
Capetollo ultomately complied,
reaching under his seat for his
wallet, and Bajorek walked back
to hi s car to run the license .
Everything checked out, and
Bajore k let Capetillo ofT with a
waming.
The
reverse
role-playing
between Bajorek, a C hicago resident, and Capetillo, a Chicago
po lice officer, was part of the
C hicago Po lice Department's
public forum concerning traffic
stops that was held at the 25th
District pol ice station, 5555 W.
Grand .'\ve., on April 22. The
forum J;scussed octions police
offic~rs r an take during stops to
c~ate t:nderstanding between the
P"hce and the community.
Th~se forum s have been held
(or the last few months in the
wake of an incident between a
pol ice officer and AfricanAmerican Reve re nd from the
South Side and state Sen. James
Meeks last summer, said Officer
Tom Rid g~. a representative o f
tbe police departme nt a t the
(orum . But, he said, the idea for
tlte forums is not new.
''This is somc!~ing that \ been
in the maklng for the last couple
of years," Ridge said. ''It 's been
really helpful, espec ially since
recently when we had the Meeks

incident.~

Last July in the middle of the
night, a pollee officer pulled over
a car in which Meeks was riding.
Meeks has said he exited the car
and approached the officer. trying
to explain who he was. However.
th~ police officer allegedly
c ursed at Meeks and pulled his
gun, • ··~g him to get back in the
car.
Meeks accused the officer of
racial profiling. The officer was
eventually cleared of all charges.
a lthough he was given a reprimand for cursing.
In response to the incident, the
officers and res ident s a t the
forum immediately jumped into
discussion about racial profiling.
Police Lt. Deborah Pascua prese nted the recent Traffic Stop
Statistical Study, which was conducted
by
Northwes tern
Universi ty a nd was based on
2004 data for the state. The s tudy
is the first of a five-year analysis
aimed at stopping racial profiling
by police .
The study found that minorities
were pulled over 15 percent more
often than whites, but the study
said that this number did not indicate racial profiling. The study
even concluded that racial profiling is not easy to determine
because o f a ll the factors
invo lved.
"Our analysis of the statewide
data does not s uggest that race
plays a key role in the decision to
stop m otoris ts," Pascua said .
" Many may disagree with that."
G ladys Carter, a com munity
act ivist in Austin, a primarily
black neighborhood, was one of
those who disagreed.
She said a couple of police
officers stopped her whi le s he
was walking home from church
with . ?ox of nyers. The police
office::. oadgered her, asking why
she was walk ing down a street
that they said was known for
drug dealing, Carter said. She felt
at that moment the harassment

Allison

became racially motivated.
" We ll, I said, ' Sir, that means
you don ' t live o n th is s ide,"
Carter said. " Let me tell you,
there are drugs on a ll the streets."
She sa id s he called the police
department to compla in, something all the officers and community organization members a t the
forum encouraged, and was
p leased with the response.
Officers explained the steps she
had to take to file the complaint,
but Carter decided not to issue a
complaint.
" I decided that I didn' t want to
com plain, because I'm a community activist , and they had my ID ,
and they knew where I lived,"
she s aid. " I didn ' t want any trouble ."
Carter said that desp ite the
incident she has a positi ve view
of the police and unders tands that
sometimes they act in w ays that
may a ppear threate ning but are
necessary.
Fie ld training Officers Brian

Tiemey a nd Capetillo spoke to
the audience about what the
police do during a traffic stop,
what they look for and why they
act as they do.
Tiemey demonstrated how he
teaches new poli ce officers to
approach a car, emphasizing
safety. He tapped the trunk whe n
he passed it to c heck for people
inside, he stood in pa rticu la r
positions so the driver could not
easily attack him and he put hi s
hand on his holster whenever
Capetillo moved his hands out of
view.
Tiemey and Capetillo wamed
that certain objects like ce ll
phones can look like weapons to
po lice officers, and some
weapons may be di sguised as
non-threate ning objects.
Capetill o s howed video c lips
of traffic stop incidents that
e nde d in cops being beaten ,
stabbed, shot and kidnapped by
scared or angry drivers. He said it
is those instances that force

Party foul
While at an April 22 party at Roosevelt
University, 430 S. Michigan Ave., a 2 1-year-old
WOtJlan accidentally bumped into a 19-year-old
woman. The 2 1-year-old apologized, but the 19year-old bec:m1e angry and said. "Bitch. I will kick
your ass." The victim walked away and contacted
the police. As the responding officer pulled up to
speak with the victim, the offender rode past and
shouted. "Take ) our fat ass home." The offender
was stopped at 700 S. State St., and was taken into
custody for processing. She " as charged with simple assault.

and discovered the lock cut ofT the rear hatch of his
vehicle. The door was fon.-ed open and a Rigid 300
Power Machine and DeWalt 18V drill were taken.
The tools are valued at more than S300.
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On April 21, a 15-year-old girl wa; repo rted
missing from a mu lti-unit complex at 1328 S.
Federal St. by her father. lie told police that
S600 to $700 was missing from his wallet . along
with the girl's JCwclry and gym shoes l ie saod
his daughte r is an asp orong rap arto\1 who performs professionally. The father wa' unaware of
his daughter's hangouts. The poloce arc on the
lookout for the girl

!Monroe D
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R efreshing robbery

~as was sitting in a restaurant in the Chicago
Hilton. 720 . 1ichigan Ave~ "hen a man in his

}}

'!'

I St

On April 21. a 51-year-old " oman from Las

police officers to act c autiously.
" As these things happen, then
[police officers] rethink how to
approach the veh icles," Capetillo
said. "Things are a lways changing. It's constant. So we might be
approaching vehicles in a cenain
way. It's tragic, but that 's the
only way we leam, and the main
th ing is safety first for us and for
you. "
Community officers from the
police academy and the Office of
Profess ional Standards, a watchdog group w ithin the C PD staffed
by citi zens, also told the audience
that if people have a negative
ex perience with a police offi cer
they shou ld complain . But they
should realize that the officers
are trained to react to perceived
dangers and act in ways to ensure
the ir own safety.
" We want you to know why we
do what we do," Ridge said.
"That's the most importan t
th ing."

Fat her returns to quiet ho me

Tools us~ to s teal more

A 53-year-old ma.'l return~ to his work truck
pari..~ in a 101 at 41 E. Vnn B~n St. on April 21

I

Chicago Police Officer Brian Tierney (right) leads Officer Jose Capetillo away during a staged
arrest at a forum giving citizens demonstrations of the proper procedures during traffic stops.
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Couple n ees a ft e r weapon pull ed
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A 47-year-old man reported that too l' were
stolen from hos "ork van parked at a BP Station,
1221 S Wabash Ave , o n Aprol 22. l'olocc 'Poke
with the gas statoon manager and an exterior
video surveollance tape "oil be go ven to the
police. The tools are valued at S760

run Jway
rapper

On April 22. a 38-year-old man and a 43-ycarold woman were s mong on a car at 1813 S. Clark
St A 40-year-old man pulled up next to the couple and staned s houting profanotoes at them The
38-year-old man rolled down hos windows to
respond and the 40-year-old man pulled out a
dark-colored semi-automatiC weapon The cou ple drove off and contacted police The man was
arrested and charged with aggravated assault
w ith a handgun .

earty 30s sat down ne.xt to her. He order1:d a glass of
water then left. The woman noticed that her lea!ber
wallet was m issffi8 from her pu=. Amor.g d!c missing items were two v~ Cards. a M8.>tt:card. two
ATM cards. a hole I rw.n kC') and S 180 cash. The
man was described as well-groomed " ith short hair
and white. "'ire--rimm~ glasses.
COiftpiletl by Chrofflcle staff through mformation prOllitletl by the Chtcago Pollee Department
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David Aquino , a 13-year member of Chicago's Graffiti Blasters, pressure washes tags left on the facade of the M ure site of T he
Citizen Restaurant, 364 W. Erie St., on April 27. Aquino said that he loves his job and ' If we didn't do this, we'd look like New York City
with all the graffiti. ' Graffiti Blasters has already removed more than 40 ,000 tags this year.

Keeping an eye on graffiti
Cameras to help fi ght
graffiti, trash
dumping in Chicago
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor
Jose Estrada began noticing
graffiti a round Chicago in high
schoo l when be saw that nearly
ever} CTA statio n was marked
up with tags. But what so me saw
as an eyesore actually enco uraged Estrada to Jearn more

about the graffiti scene in the
city.
Through wo rd of mouth and
looking at websites be learned
about graffiti in New York and
Los Angeles, but in terms of
Chicago, be couldn 't find anything . So he took it upon himself
to spotlight the wo rk be found
thro ugho ut the city.
''I' m just trying to give people
a glimpse into thi s subculture ...
said Estrada. who is a recent
graphic desig n g raduate of
Co lumbia. " There arc hundred s
of fg raffitif writers he re. from

young kids to older guys. and
Chicago is one of the hardest
c ities to do graffiti in."'
II. recent purc hase by the city's
Graffiti Blasters program could
make it even ha rder. The
Department of Streets and
Sanitation. which oversees the
program. recently purchased a
camera for field tests in an effort
to provide the department with
video o f g raffi ti tagging and
people dumping trash.
Though Estrada is doubtful the
cameras will catdt any graffiti
activity. he sa id the city could

pursue leads if license plates are
recorded. Either way. he said
measure s taken b y Graffiti
Blasters appear to be working
since mo st tags are removed
within a matter of days.
The $40.000 unit contains
three ca meras a nd has both day
and night technology with pan.
tilt a nd zoom capabilities. said
Matt Smith. chief spokesman for
the Streets and Sanitation
Department.
"The cameras help us gather
See Graffiti, Page 20

John Stewart Cummins, a
Columbia English professor who
used to live in Lincoln Square.
would borrow a friend's car when
he needed to lug around more
than his arms could carry. Then
be moved to Lakeview and found
himself
car-less.
Getting
acquainted with his new surroundings, be noticed cars driving
around plastered with 1-Go stickers, prompting him to do some
research.
Now. he is one of the nearly
2.000 people who have a membership with the nonprofit carsharing company 1-Go. !-Go
began four years ago as a pilot
progrdm and has grown into a
fleet of 52 Honda Civic sedans,
Civic hybrids a nd the larger
Element SUY's. !-Go chose
Hondas because of the low emissions and low maintenance.
!-Go members spend an average of $2.520 a year o n all fonns
of transportation. according to the
Center
fo r
Ne ighborhood
Technology. a group that implements creative technologies into
co mmunities. That numbetAS
almost a third of the $7.5 r:f the
average private car owners put
into the ir vehicle yearly. according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
The progrdffi charges its members a one-time fee of $75 and
annual fee of $25. Those fees let
members use a community car
parked in a specific parking place
in
the
neighborhood.
Additionally. the user pays $6 an
hour and 50 cents a mit.:. These
fees and charges pay for gas.
insumnce. maintenance and parking.
See 1-go, Page 22

Sex-ed redux
Chicago !lteps up
'outdated' sex-ed
program in !!chools
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Managing Editor
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Pntrlck Rooks, General Counclltnan for the Chicago Public Schools. listens In as H1rriet Jones
speaks nbout sex education In the classroom on March 26. Jones II 1 parent of 1 st\.tdent I t
Marie Curie Academy ond supports 11 better sex-ed system In public schools.

